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I N T E O D U C T I O N
rO, THE RESURRECTION
AS TAUGHT BY EARLY FRIENDS.
By CYRUS W. HARVEY.
In bringing together, and republishing at this time, the following
essays and writings concerning tiie resurrection, from the Works of
early Friends, I have had the following object in view:
1 To let Friends again see how spiritual were the views of the early
Friends on this doctrine.
3 To contrast the teaching of early Friends with the teaching of
the modern claimants of the name of Friends, in order to show
the falsehood of the claim that early Friends ever believed in the
msnrrectiou of our natural bodies.
When we view the tendency to outwardness and literalism, now so
widely prevailing in the Society of Friends, and the readiness withwhich the most precious doctrines are put aside for popular theories,
and modes, it is not a matter of surprise that materialistic views of the
resurrecrion should be substituted for the spiritual teaching of the
early Friends; but it is indeed surprising that such a revolution in a
point of doctrine reaching to the very foundation of christian experi
ence, should accomplish its work tirough a period of more than forty
years, and no voice be raised as a protest against it.The same spiritual insight into the nature of the Gospel of Christ,
or the new Covenant dispensation, that led the early Friends to re
ject al outward Rites and Ceremonies as useless or hurtful, also led
them beyond the gross and carnal views of the resurrection then
prevailing, into those more in harmony with the spiritual nature ofthe gospel. Being made conformable to the death of Christ, through
n . T H E R E S U R R E C T I O N . THE RESURRECTION. v-Tini.
the fellowship of his sufferings, they knew the power of his resurrec
tion, and in the language of George Fox,they "attained to the resur
rection and had their vile bodies changed and made like unto his glo
rious body."
The early Friends gave no place to what we would now term Sys
tematic Theology; but in substituting the teaching of the IlolySpirit
for the systems of men, thoy were led to embrace the 2Vnth as- a
whole, with a clearness, that gave to their principles a unity as perfect
as any other system of religions teaching ever known to man. For
when we understand the relation of their fundamental doctrine of
..--the "Gift of grace," or "The light within," to their other doctrines,
we are constrained to approve the declaration of William Penn,
wherein he said that " it was the rooi of the goodly tree of doctrine• that grew and branched out from it," So perfect is the unity of their
doctrines that it seems impossible to change any of them without so
marring their unity, as to practically change the character of theirsystem. It is this feature of the doctrines of Friends which has led
the votaries and advocates of the modern movement to reject and
modify so many of our Ancient principles. It is the efect resultingf™om the efort to harmonize that which is of the unity of ther o  t h e e u c a n n e v e r s u c c e e d .
S p i r i t ; a n d fi ^ ^ 3 S p . n t s , t h e y b e l i e v e d
Eecognizin„ ,n«ladv for which tlie Gospel provided a
spiritual lemec} , ..iid there R spiritual body; and with•..there ^  a natural „f\he flesh is flesh, and thatJesus thRt^ j'-;^  yVe find George Fox laying
which IS bom of of tlieir doctrine of the resurrection
down the fundam are all born natural, so in
in these words, •-I-> J noRN si'IRITUAL." Unfolding
"^Christ the second of the two images spoken of
this, his fundamental j \ ^  bodks," Rdding that, "well mightby the Apostle, these are t Gte b^ ,^^  .
t h e A p o s t l e s a y f o o l , t h o u s o w e s t n o t
the spiritual body is ^ „^tural body and there is a
that body that shal l be — the natural eye,^ SPiRiTUAn body, the natural hodj y
but the spirittial body must be seen with.the-spiritual eye."—Fox's
Works, page 948.
/ "Wiliam Penn says, bearing the image of theheavenly does not "relate to the resurrection of the carnal bodies of men, for the image of
the heavenly is a renewed state to God, through the operation of the
spirit and power of Christ." Again he says of bearing the earthly
and the heavenly image, «I say this doth not concern the resurrec
tion of carnal bodies, but the two states of men under the first and
sdcond Adam; men are sown into the world naturally, and so they
are the sons of the first Adam; but they are raised spiritually
througii liiin, who is the resiiiTection and the life, and so they arethe sons qf the second Adam—Penn's Works, Vol. i. page 439.
The sowing of the natural body spoken of by the Apostle, the early
Friends did not understand to be the burial of dead bodies; for Penn,
in liis Works, Vol. ii. page 439, and George AFhitehead in his Work
on tlie resurrection in " The Christian Quaker," Part II. page 371,—
tlie latter endorsed and recommended by Robert Barclay,—in har
mony with the American rendering of the new Version, and with
Oonybeare and Howson, in their note to this place, in the Life and
Epistles of St. Paul, have conclusively shown that the Greek word—
"psychical" means "The living principle" or unspiritnal, as distin
guished from the spiritual principle."—Note, Vol. ii. p. 37, Life
and ®pistles of Paul.•" In the language of George Whitehead "It is sown—soma psuchi-
con; an animal body, or as having life, a living body, which therefore
CANNOT BE THE BODY AS DEAD AND LAID IN THE 6RAVT:,"—UAm-
tian Quaker, page 5la.
Wiliam Penn, and George Whitehead endorsed by Robert Barclay,
clearly lay down the doctrine tliat the change spoken of-by the Apostle does not refer to any trausubstantiation of the carnal body of
flesh, and blood fo a spiritual body; but that the carnal body is "ex
changed for a more glorious body, or that the glorious body is giveno God in lieu of the vile body—they lay down a natural body, they
take up a spu-itual body, or in lieu of a natural, receive a spiritual
body, not that the natural body shall be transubstantiated into a
spiritual body. Ihat .which is spiritual, remains spiritual, what is
v i U , T H E E E S C K R E C T I O ^ * ,
natural, natural, and corruptible, corTupliUe."-r-Penn's Wor/c ,^ Vol.
ii. page 438 and 544.
Denying that flesh and blood shall inherit the kingdom of heaven,
George AVhitehead affirms that there is a " Spiritual birth or seed
that doth inherit the kingdom of glory and peace." ' Of this spirit
ual body he says "the soul spiritually hath im proper organ, vessel,
or BODY wherein accordingly it retains either mercy or wrath, love or
hatred, from God, when the earthly mansion or house is destroyed
and turned to dust as it was, there being a house or clothing tliat
cleaves more closely to the soul than dust can."—Christian Quaker,
page 5:5-2."The mere terrestrial body is neither the subject retaining perpet
ual love or enmity to God, nor is it the original cause of good or evil
actions, therefore not the object of eternal love or wrath. But man
in his spiritual c.vistence, or being as spiritually and suitably organ
ized as it pleaseth God, is to receive the things done in his body, ac
cording to what he hath done whether it be good or evil—propei.
natural to the image ho bears, which the soul carries along withit out
OF THE EAUTIILY HOUSE TII.VT TURNS TO DUST.
For we have not, by distinguishing between^  the natural and spir
itual bodies denied the saints their proper existences, sfuutual body,
or house eternal in the heavens, when the earthly tabernacle is
dissolved."—Christian Quaker, Y>a,ge bSl. e
The Apostle coutrasts the spirituahand the natural conditions of
man as the "old man," and the "new man;" "the old man," "the
old man which is corrupt," "the old man with his deeds," "the
body of si7i," "the BODY of the siws of the flesh," was to be put
and the - new man" "created in righteousness and true holiness,""after the image of him wiio created him," was to be put on. In
nortraying the experience by which this was accomplished he repre
sents the -old man " as being crucitled and slam, and an arising
into ^ 'newness of life," wherein we "serve m neivtmsol spirit." This
,.nerieHce the Apostle presents as the pamlM or a^ iswer to the res
urrection of Christ from the dead, " for m that he died, he died un-T dn oDce, but in that he livcth, he liveth unto God.
reckon ye also yourselves to he dead indeed unto sin, but alive; fbeing
1 T H H B E S t J B B S C T T O i r . * i l -
i resurrected] unto God,'* Rom. vi. 10. 11. For he has already assur-' ed us with the grand and glorious words, " That LIKE AS Christ
was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, EVEN so, we also,
I j (being raised) should walk in neioness of life." This "quickened" or
"risen life," the Apostle has twice called the " imoard man," the "in-
i ner man," the "new creature," and twice the "new man." The
I "old man which is corrupt," bearing the image of the first Adam,^ " the body of the sins of the flesh " is put off, and the " new man "
. bearing the holy image of the second Adam is put on.. „ Ihe successive steps by wiiicli this miraculous spiritual change is
i - experienced, on the line of these illustrations is,
I First, the erneifixion of the "old man," wherein as our sins " work
! death in us" by the power of the law "that is spiritual," we see
! "the exceeding sinfulness of sin," and realize that we are '\carnal
SOLD 7mder sin;" and out of the anguish and helplessness of this
bondage, we cry in the despairing language of the Apostle, "Oh
wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from the body of
tliis death." Rom. vii. 13. 14. 23.
Second, "the putting off the body of the sins of the flesh by the
circumcision of Christ,"«Col. ii. 11, wherein present guilt and un-cloanness is removed, by having the "heart sprinkled from an evil
conscience, and onr body 7Gashed with ptire jvater, Heb. .x. 22.
Third, IS the progressive change and growth, by which this " new7nan, ihe resttrrection life,m which "Christ within, the hope of glory"
abides; and obtains, and maintains the dominion, and reign, in the
kingdom of God, that is within us, by changing us, by his Spirit, into tiiesnswe image, from glory to glory, (2 Cor. iii. 18,) or our vile
body like unto lis glorious body," by the working whereby it is sub
dued, and brought into subjection to the dominion of Christ, Phil.111. 21: 80 that in the lofty and angelic strain of the Great Apostle,
we KNOW that we are clothed upon with our house from heaven,
till mortality is swallowed up of life;" so that we are willing rather
0 e a sent fiom "the home in the body," the "earthly house,"
a 1 may be dissolved and return to dust as it 7oas, while the
S^Cor^ V prmd vxUh the ford.
X .
? ^
THK hESURRECTIOir."
xil k" BESORRECTIOK. X I .
-We have seen'tliat Geoi^ e Fox declares'lhe two "images were
hodiesf William* Penn that the" heavenly image was "a renewed
to ■God;'" and George Whitehead, that the spiritual body is a "spird-
luil hirtlif and that Williani Penn, and George Whitehead endorsed
by Kobcrt Barclay, declares that the sowing of the "natural body,"
"CANXOT BE the hodij as dead and laid in the grave." Thus we be
hold them standing in position along side of the Apostle, holding
those spiritual views of the resurrection, the Scripture ground of
which, is briefly indicated above. "
The second object of this Introduction was to contrast the teach-
ing of early Friends with the teaehing of the njodei-u claimants of
the name, in order to show the falsehood of the elaini, that early
Friends believed in what is now termed " the hodi/ resurrection."
For forty years past, declarations have been continually made, and
repeated*in the Journals, and in the mitiistry among Friends, by
many whose standing and reputation for learning was such as to
cause their unsupported declarations to be received by the great body
of Society as true; that the early Friends believed and taught the
resurrection of our bodies. We believe that Friends will fiinj |jy
testimony of George Fox, William Penn, Robert Barclay and George
Whiteheiid contained in this work, that all such assertions as have
been so long made, have been made in igmrame or perfidy, and
when we consider theof evidence, picked out, so as to
make an apitearance of support for these assertions, .while greatmaHS of evidence accessible, was passed by m silence, it is harehj pos.
dble that such men did not intend to deceive and mis-lead the So-
thi^ch^® of ministers and writers, Joseph .John Girney, in
noint of time, ability, learning, position and opportunity, stands at
tl e head as the chief advocate and originator of the modern body
resurrection theories in the Society of Friends; while David Hunt
and Barnabas C. Hobbs, as his disciples, head the list among mod-
TL"folowing quotations are made from the published writngs of
renrcseitative men, and oonti-asted with the teachingR of earlySiende, in paralel eolnmns, that the reader may more easily eom-
pare them.
J O S E P H J O H K G U R N E Y. "
1 "In" ail awftil'day to come, his
mortal part shall put on immortal
ity, his corruptible shall put on
iiicoiTuption, the man who sleeps
in the dust of the earth shall be
quickened, shall lie raised from a
death."—Essays, page 219.
■ GEORGE 50Xt . "
. " Such overthrow people from
the faith, that stand in Christ who
is the resurrection and the life,
tlirough which faith they .attain
e d t o t h e . r e s u r r e c t i o n a n d h a d
THEIK VILE BODIES CHANGED, aild
made like unto his glorious body."
—Resurrection of just and unjust.
2 " He has withiu him a never-
dying spirit and even that part of
him which is de.stiued to moulder
in the grave, shall in the end, be
found the seed of a spiritual body,
—Essays, page 226.
3 "As it relates to the faithful
f o l l o w e r s o f C h r i s t t h e r e s u r r e c
tion of the body clearly forms a
part of the scheme of redemption."
—Portable Evidences, Phila. edi
tion, 1856, page 179.
G E O R G E W H I T E H E A D .
1 "The seed or grain does not
die before it is sown; but I pray,
how does this dyitig after being
sown hold with these men's opin
ion of the carnal body in the
grave being the seed; for that be
ing dead before, doth not die in the
grave after it is buried, neither do
these men intend to be bur ied
alive."—Christian Quaker, p. 508.
4 " There is no point on which
revelation more emphatically
dwells than on the certain approach
of a day when all that are in their
graves shall liear the voice of the
Son of God, and shall come forth,
when the dead shall be r.aised, our
mortal frame shall be proved to
have been the seed of a spiritual
body; when our soul shall be uni
ted, to that body."—Portable Evi
d e n c e s , w * ' " * '
George Wjitehead, recommendedand endorsed by Robert Barclay, says
2 "It is sown—soma psuchicoii,
an animal body, or as having life,
a living body, which therefore C.A.N-
NOT BE THE BODY AS DEAD AND
LAID IN THE GRAVE.—Christian
Qiiaker, page 512.
3 " That the seed to which God
giveth a body as pleaseth him
should be one and the self-same
earthly body, is a nonsensical
DOCTRINE, AND AN APPARENT IN
CONGRUITY. — Christian Quaker,
page 548, _ .'-Cj. V
» I
i
k
x i L T H B H B f t T n m B C T l Q i r .
5 '« The "last enomy -which will
be destroyed, is death, and death
■wil l be destroyed -when al l men
shall be raised or changed, and
shall become incorruptible."—
Chirney^s JEssays, page 426.
6 " There will be a resurrection
of thejtist and the unjust when,
e v e n o u r m o r t a l p a r t w i l l b e
c l o t h e d w i t h i m m o r t a l i t y. " — G u r -
ney's Essays, page 253.
D A V I D H U N T .
In TJel igious Essaits, page 120. D.
H u n t i n t i m a t e s
1 That to d isbe l ieve the body
resurrection is " equivocating mys
t i c i s m . "
4 "I dare chalonge himtopro-
duce any place of Scripture out of
which he can make it appear
that the mystery of the resurrec
tion IMPLIES A RESURRECTIOX OF
THE SAME numer ica l BOOT."
Christian Quaker, page 555.
Quoted by George AVlUtehead from" More's Glorified Body," and it is al
so quoted by WilUam Penn in hjs sec
ond reply to Jolm Faldo, Works, pajre
4 4 1 . ^
2 " Be fo re p roceed ing f u r t he r
we wish to state emphatically that
if that wliich dies is not raised
there cannot be a resurrection of
the dead."—Eeligibus Essays, p.
1 1 4 .
W I L L I A M P E N N .
1 "John Faldo affirms that
George Whitehead said, that ho
did not believe his body .diould
rise again after Us death. But
wJiat if he did say so, and X
should second him? Would it
follow that we deny the resurrec
tion ? I deny all such conclusions."
—Penn's Works, page 298.
3 "Seeing therefore, that the
soul does not die, it is self-evident
that it is sheei' inconsistancy to
speak of the resurrection of thedead, with retference to the soul."
—Beligious Essays, page 115.
4 "And we pity those who are
grieved as were the Priests and
Sadducees when this doctrine is
pi-eachod.r-^-^ P-
2 " Second reply to J. Faldo
his second testimony fell
George AVhitehead in these wordg
—if we may believe him, J do not
believe this body shall rise again
after it is dead. I told him of
this disingenuous catching ^nd
put him in mind of the Apostle's
own expression that justifies the
saying— t^hou fool thou sowest not
that body that shall be."—Penn's
WorJcs, Vol. ii. page 436.
T H E R E S U R R E C T I O N . X I U .
3 " It is sown a natural body, it 5 " It is sown in corruption,
is raised a spiritual body. I do ut- Wiiat is sown in corruption? The
rZe?i_y that this text is concerned lodij certainly: it is raised in in-in the resurrection of corruption; it is sown a natural
JofZy at all—WilhamPenn'sWorks, body, it is raised a spiritual body.^ ol. II. page 438. -lieUyioics Essays, page 128.
The following intense expression a-
gainst the resurrection of the body is
cpioted by William Penn from More'sMystery ok God, p. 221.
4 " AVe come now to the second
particular, propounded, the resur-
B . C . H O B B S .
"I accept then that we mustrection of the dead,wlich I dare say experience two resurrections, txc-the Atheist will listen to with cording to the teaching of the New
more than ordinary attention; and Testament, before tve can reach the
greedily suck in the doctrine, pro- fup restoration from the effects ofvided it be stated with the most Adam's fall. The first is the res
curious circumstances, that tlie urrection of the soul, as above sta"
ngidest Theologians wil describe ted; the second is the resurrectionIt by, that we shal have the same of our body."-Essay,by B.C.Hobbs
n u m e r i c a l b o d i e s i n w h i c h w e l i v e '
here, and that those very hodies,the Read and endorsed by 38 ministers
mold being turned aside shall stai-t of hie ministerial Conference of lygsj
out of the grave. Meet ing, held at Bioomin»-
I dare challenge him to produce t"hiana, ntii mo. 1880.
any place of Scripture out of which of Confereme, page
he can make it apiiear that the mys-
tery of the resurrection implies the „ « t o... .... a- 3 " 1 a m u n a b l e d t o r e n r . ! , „r a i s i n g u p o f t h e s a m e n u m e r i c a l , , r t > - . yihc ArnLH „ill still 7 "<>■«= than
hang „n and object that the term '"'7 T' ot.csnrreotion hnpiies that the same ''7" a™" "i" atbody shall rise again, lor that only 7,f 7 , When he
w h i c h l a l l s c a n b o s a i d t o r i s e a g a i n . " i tTo tills William Penn adds this com- "'"-y fashioiled like unto hig
I'ious body when the doors nf tu
p. More tails" FMdotf IS his objection against me.— hell and the
Penn's Works, Vol. II. p. 337. grave."—Report, page 75
X
I
i
x i v . T H E I I E 3 U K K E C T 1 0 X . T H E R E S E R K E C T I O X . X V .
It is plainly evident from the above, that the early Friends not
only did not believe the body resurrection doctrine, but tiiat thev
argued against it as earnestly as its modern advocates contend for it.
We behold in what sense Joseph John Gurney uses the words
remirrection 0/ the body; for in the foregoing extracts,he has distinctly
affirmed thatonr "mortal jmrt,'" "the man udio eleepn in the duet of
the eartJi,'" " the part that moulders in the. yrave,'^ our " mortal
frame" (and the second time.) our "mortal 2}art,"—that this
body, so denominated, "shall be raised," "shall be clothed with im
mortality," " shall be proved to be the seed of a spiritual body,"
"shall be found the seed of a spiritual body," "shall put on immor
tality" "shall be quickened," "shall be rai.sed." These positions
and declarations of a materialistic mysticism are utterly at variance
with the great mass of testimony herewith republished from early
Friends' writings.
Yet strange as it may seem, almost the last act of J. J. Gurney'a
life w'as the preparation of a declaration of faith, to which his my.
mation was attached, wherein, without ever having retracted any of
the fore-oing, he stated, touching the resurrection of the body, "that
it was fully received and admitted by early Friends." And an extract
from one of his letters is published by his Biographer, in his Life, in
which lie savs of this Declaration;—" It has appeared a Provideiicial
opening for'explaining myself, and for sliowing tlie utter (jroundless.ness of°the charges of my differing from the Society in its primitive
sentiments and principles."—Gurnsy's TAfe, Yo\. II. p. 507.
Although J.J.Gurney has thus affirmed his unity with early Friends,
the writings on the doctrine of the resurrection,herewith publisliedfrom
early Friends, show that his sentiments are very far from being iu
harmony ivith them.
The only writer of any note among the desciples of J, .J. Gurney,
who has attempted tp furnish evidence to substantiate their claim of
unity with early Friends, is David Hunt of Iowa. In a chapter on
the "Kesurrection of the Dead," in a work entitled "Religious Es
says/' a limited attempt to show that these views are in harmony
with early Friends is made by quoting some extracts of a general
character, which he could safely apply to his purpose, as they did not
really toiicli tlie matter souglit to be i)roved. In his proof, lie has
referred to Robert Barclay four times, to William Peiiii twice, and
to George Wiiiteheud oiice. But he cither did uot know of their
writings, on the doctrine of the resurrection, herewith published, or
else, he designedly quoted sucli extracts as he thought would best
serve his purpose.
In order to add weiglit to the vague and imperfect testimony he
offers from early Friends, David Hunt says, " It must be interesting
to all to examine the records and understand the views of those who
were jyrominently instrimenial, under divine authority in foinuling
and btiilding iq) the religious society, of which they are members,/or
by this means, we learn whether we, as their successors, do/afrfy rep
resent them, in holding and teaching the same doctrine.'"—AJ.-s.p.l34:.
The assurance with which he insinuates and charges skepticism
and infidelitj-, upon every one who declines or fails to agree with
his carnal or materialistic theories of a body resurrection could hardly
be shown more vividly than by placing them in parallel columns with
a few extracts from George Whitehead and William Penn.
D A V I D H U N T . G E O R G E W H I T E H E A D .
G "With a desire to advocate 5 There are two things that
sound doctrine, and to vindicate tend to AtJieism, or to make men
the society of Friends from calum- Atheists—
nious charges, and invideous insinu- Secondly. " Other mens' self-
ationsof skepticism a^ infdehty on confidence in wresting things con-
these points, the following remarks trary to reason and manifest ex-
areoflered."—IItint'sEssays,i^ .ll'S- perience; and, iu particular, iu af-
firming that these self-same terres-
7 " Before proceeding further, trial bodies of flesh, blood ami bones
we wish to state emphatically, that shall be made spiritual, itnmortal
if that which dies is not raised, and incorrupt 'ible.—Post-Script to
there cannot be a resurrection of Christian Quaker.
the dead. The soul does not die; AVILLIAM PENN.
it is self-evident that it is sheer 5 "But the Atheist will still
inconsistency to speak of a resur- hang on and object further that-
rection, with reference to the the very term resurrection, implies
soul—Hunt's Essays, p. 114-115. that the saine body shall rise again,
- T V I . T l l E R E S U R R E C T I O N .
S For this purpose and for clear-for only tiiat j\liich falls can be
ing our predecessors in the faith said properly to rise again, where,from imputations of skepticism on let the reader take notice, D. More
tliese points, we will give a few 4110- calls J. Faldo Atlieist, for it is his
objection against me."—7'e/m's
W'orl-s, Vol. II. p. 441.
G We come now to the second
particular propounded; the resur
rection of the dead, which I dare
say the Atheist will listen to, withmore than oi-dinary attontiou
, " T h a t w e s h a l l h a v e t l i e s a n i e n n9 "When any members or non- bodies in which we live
members charge or insinuate that here, and that these very bodies
the society is skeptical on tliese the mold being turned aside, sJiaU
points, let it he remembered that ont of the grave." I challeno-eRobert Barclay hath said, the I^ rd him to produce any place of Scrip-
tha t such chasgc , -
foulslanderscastupon the church." i„,piies a resuri—HunC.'i Eesays, p. 141. tion or raising of the same nuin*^ .^"
ical body.—PenEs Workit, Vol tt"
p a g e 4 4 0 - 4 4 1 . '
Instead of teaching the body resurrpction of David Hunt, thoyij^j,
only denied it hut challenge their adversaries to prove it; and Wilii^ ^
Penn and George Whiteliead, endorsed by Robert Barclay, affirm
that the teaching of this doctrine makes Atheists, and they even go
to Gie extent of approving More's charge of Atheist against J. Faldo,
for asserting almost in the exact words of David Hunt, that the" very term resurrection implies that the same body shal rise, foj.
only that which fals can he said proierly to rise."David Hunt, laboring to make early Friends do duty, 111 suppo^ -j-
of his views,charges his readers, to "mark their words, and U careful
not to misrepresoit these ancient worthies," and then says, he "
proceed with the testimony of early Friends, that they may stand
Justified Ufore al in our Society and the world. —Hunt s Essag,,^
136 Then presenting his testimonies made with "some research,"
as he says, and evidentlj/ with great care and difficxMy, lest he ovei-
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throw his own assumption of being a sound and Orthodox Friend, he
says, " We conclude that we may assert witli all confidence, that the
society of Friends, botli ancient and modern, have ever held, and do
firmly believe tliese doctrines."—"We might continue quotations but
sxmhj, tiiose given, sliould suffice to satisfy every unprejudiced inqui
ring mind, that the society of Friends, relative to these doctriugs, is
based fully and steadfastly on the foundation of the Holy Scriptures,
Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner stone, and that it does
not presume to invest them with spiritual mysticism."—Hunt's Es
says, page 141.
When we understand that all these assertions of what early Friends
believed, are made to compel assent to the " body resurrection " doc
trine as David Hunt was advocating it in the essay on "The resuiTec-
tion of the Dead," and then behold what a mass of testimony
proving the contrary, that was accessible if he had made the " re-
.^ earcli" which he ought to have made,—a mass of testimony so
great that it is hard to helieve he did not know of its exist
ence; changing only the sentences iii brackets, we are
constrained to turn his own closing paragraph back upon
him, and all others who have so woefully deceived the society of
Friends, as to the real position and views of the society of Friends,
concerning the resurrection. "It is passing strange, and quite be
yond our capacity to reconcile, how men of large e.xperience, and ad
mitted good judgment, could pretend to say that the society of Finends
[did ever believe in the resurrection of these carnal bodies,] much
less to affirm that the society has never given forth an expression
of belief [in direct opposition to such a gross and carnal doctrine.]
We think surely no considerate person, whether assenting or dissent
ing to the views presented and advocated [by early Friends, as given
in this publication] after examining the evidence referred to, given
forth from time to time, on behalf of the Society, by representaiive
men, will repeat an error so palpable."—Hunt's Essays, page 142.
It was through the plausible presentation of this doctrine by Jo
seph Jolin Gurney, and his reputation for great information,
that the modern departures made their first inroads into the society
of Friends; and no other influence has contributed more to revolu
tionize the Society, and fasten this doctrine of materialism on it than
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David Hunt s j^ retended proof from early Friends, together with liis
unblushingand iterated assertion of unity with early Friends; and his
charges of unbelief skepticism, and unsoundness upon all
who still hold to our ancient teaching on this doctrine. Beeause of
the wide spread influence of these men, who "have taught Israel
to err, it was thought best to expose their teachings by
contrast as above, that Friends might the more readily see how un
founded is their elaim to represent early Friends; in the light of
tbeir spiritual teachings on the resurrection.
The views of ancient Friends have now been contrasted with tlie
teachings of our modern claimants, but there is another view of thissubject, that we believe should carry great weight, as showingthe completeness of the modern apostasy from the teachings of
eaily Friends. It is well known that early Friends met witli greatmid vehement opposition from the enemies of their spiritual doc
trines; an examination of the arguments of their bitter opposersreveals the astonishing fact, that our modern body resurrection advocates have actualy taken the i^ osition of the most bitter enemies ofle Society, and are now using the same arguments to prove the
ody resurrection that were used against early Friends. The foj
lowing arguments of each clas3,set over against each other fully
tains this assertion.
Ancient Opposers.
W I L L I A M B U R P T E T T.
1 William Burnett,whoniGeorge
Whitehead calls one " chiefly con
cerned against us," argues against
George Whitehead, as follows:
"If Jesus Christ did rise again
with that body that went to the
gi'ave, then there is a resurrection
from the grave,of the same body."
"I f Jesus Christ rose from t l ie
dead with flesh and bones,yea,with
the same flesh as was nailed to the
cross, then there is a resurrection
M o d e r n F r i e n d s .
s h o u l d b e l e f t a s a
D A V I D H U N T .
"But not willing that ifc
qwestion ofdoubt or controversy, he proceeds
witli direct reference to tlie resur
rection of Christ as a prelude or
assurance of that which awaits t]
children of men—Bimfs
page 127.
B . C . H O B B S .
3 "But this resurrection is the
cause, pattern and argument of oursand Christ may be said not only to
have raised His hodyixonx the grave,
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of the same flesii tluitgoeth to the hut also His Chureh with Him.—
grave."-'WMl. ill Christian Quaker, Ministerial Conference
page o34. 1880. Endorsed by 38 ministers.
J O S E P H J O H N G U R N E Y.
7 Christ rose from the dead
throngii the power of the Fatherand His resiUTeetiou is not only the
prototy2)e or pattern but the'^ n-e
pledge of ours—Essays, page 334.
To this argument of Burnett, Gurney, Hunt, Hobbs and tiieir
followers, George Whitehead answers, " This man's work sa
vors of flesh and not of Spirit—for the Apostle did not say that
Christ's flesh was raised up tlie third day, tliat they miglit believe
that the same flesh that goes to the grave and turns to dust, shall be so
raised as that man argues, for Christ's resurrection was preached that
their faith might bo in God, who raised him up; that men might in
this life, receive and feel the spiritual benefit thei-eof to their immor
tal souls," and so partake, in this life, of the power of his res
urrection—Christian Quaker, page 534.
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W I L L I A M K I F F I N . ^ O U K N E Y .
1 Wdliain Kiflin said," that the "When the dead shall be
seed that is sown, is the same body mortal frame shall be
o f f l e s h w h i c h s h a l l b e r a i s e d . " — ^ e e d o f a
Christian Quaker, page BIG. spiritual body. Portable Eviden
ces, page 105.T H O M A S H I C K S .
1 Thomas Hicks said, "That
, , . , ^ " A s r e l a t e s t o t h e f a i t h f u l f o l -the body given to it, is the same pi,..; ,,° ^ l o w e r s o t C h r i s t , t h e r e s u r r e c t i o n
t o r s u b s t a n c e , t h e s a m e t h a t w a s * , . 1 „ i j .. ,, , , „ „ , of the body clearly forms a part of
s o w n , V I Z , t h e b o d y o f fl e s h a n d . . i j ; j -. » P 7 ^ t h e s c h e m e o f r e d e m p t i o n P o r -bones. ^ Christian Qiiaker,g.Zlo. Evidences, page 179.
W I L L I A M B U R N E T T.
3 "I would know what in 3 "And even that part of him
Scripture is called a body but the ivliich is destiued to moulder in the
flesh—it is sown a natural body, it grave, shall, in the end, be foundis raised a spiritual body, "-cirfs- the seed of a spiritual body.—A-s-
Uan Quaker, page 539. gays, page 336.
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1 "If the bodies thatliave done H " us remember that the
-rood or evil must recieve their re- brouglit forth by the seed, is.. „ as REAL A j iOiJY as that they putvvard accordingly, then tlie same also, is the
liodies that die must rise again. resurrection of the dead; it is sown
Christian Quaher, page 331. in corruption. Wiiat is sown in
corruption'::' The itoiA', certaix-
2 " For the happiness of the is raised in incorruption.
soul IS not perfect without the ho-
dy, its Vielovedcompanion."—dir.^ 7 ' , _ „ c - i " T h e r e f e r e n c e h e r e i s t h eQnaker, page o6b. spiritually dead."—Jno. v. 21-27.
•JOIIK FAIvDO. This is shown by the "now is,"
1 "How unreasonable it is to which cannot he applied to the jihys-
call that a resurrection, which is resurrection complete." in verse
not of the same body." ^ Q.-Conference Bumys, page 07.
THOMAS VINCENT. 5 « Christ as the first fruits of
1 "The spirits of all just men them that slept. Hy this resurrec-
and women made perfect shall then tion, we have a certain phdye that
come down ami enter aquin into all that are united to him leill rise,1, 1-i o" m.r,. n„ri again, and because lie lives. We thr>their old habitation . . man,><oid and hodt/, shall liv„
her, page 545. , a lso.—Con. Essays, page 60.
The above was " endorsed and orJ . 1 1 1 5 ^ « . u u O r -
dered published by 38 nnm.ster.-j,!imoiicr
whom were Elwood C.Siler, Nathan if
Clark,Amos Doan and Wm. G..Johiison'
Havid Hunt, througli tlie whole course of his argument on the. nirrectioii of the dead, insults the intelligence and conscientious
eoivictions of every sound and wel informed Friend, by many charges
•ind insinuations of infidelity, skepticism and unsoundness; but he
caps the climax of his imperious insolence, by saying, " And we
oitv tiose wlio are grieved, as were the Priests and Sadducees, when
tliis doctrine is preached."—Essays, page 124. But whenbehold tliat Gurney, and Hobbs, and Hunt, have succeeded to
le long vacant seats of Faldo and Dansoi,^ ^ Hicks and KiftUi,
Burnett and Vincent,in advocating a "physical, "moital "mould,"" "body resurrection," in opposition to the spiritual doctrines of
".!rlv Frieids,and thatDavidHunt has actualy succeeded tliem in the-k and office of abuse and vilfication of those who hold the ancient
faitli, and still as if utterly unconscious of the iinfatlioiiiable depths
of tlieir inconsistency, claim to be Friends, we submit that their
sorrowful situation sliould call forth tiic deep and sincere commise
ration of both angels and men.
w o r
From a careful examination of the writings of early Friends the
following summary of their teachings has been deduced.
1 Tiierc is a natural body and there is a spiritual body. 2 That
wliich is born of the ilesh, is llesii, that whicli is born of the
Sjiirit, is spirit. 3 As in the first Adam we are all born
natural, so in Christ we are all born spiritual. 4
These two births are the two bodies. 5 The
one is the earthly, the other the hea
venly image. 0 That which is natural remains naturalthat which is spiritual, spiritual. 7 Only this spiritual birth in
herits the kingdom of God. 8 This is the body the soul car
ries along with it out of the earthly house that tunis to
dust. 9 Nothing that turns to dust or corrupts, is
ever raised. 10 Tiiero is a resurrection into
Christ in this life, liy which we receive the
heavenly image or spiritual body. 11
Tlicre is a rising or ascending of this spiritual body into glory after
death. 13 They deny tlie resurrection of the same natural or
fleshly body that goes to the grave. 13 They call thisdoctrine a " gross belief " an " absurdity-," a " carnal
thought" and "gross conception."
The above ijositions are .so clearly stated, and recur so often and
so variously in the writings of early Friends, that we think it is in
vain to attempt to deny the fact tiiat they did not believe the doc
trine of the resurrection of the natural body. A very largo number
of those now professing to be Friends, believe in the body resurrection.
If they had not been deceived and misled by false representations,
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that such was the belief of early Friends, it is probable that they
■would not have embraced this doctrine. But as they have now em
braced it, and strengthened their position by becoming familiar
with the literal interpretation of the Scriptures, by which this doc
trine is sustained, h is very likely that they will get behind these
Scriptures, and justify their present po3ition,though it is abundantlyshown that original Quakerism rejected the body resurrection.
Therefore the question, were the views of Scripture, upon which the
early Friends grounded their rejection of the body resnrrection doc
trine, the correct teaching of Christ and the apostles, becomes of
the utmost importance to every professed member of the society of
F r i e n d s .
^ Not a little of that which is now presented,as a basis for the body^ resurrection is not Scripture, but mere human speculation. It jgassumed that physical death is the consequence of sin, and that co
sequently before salvation can be complete,the physical body must be
Premises
X X l l l .
I raised. There is no Scripture upon which to base either theor conclusion of this argument, both are mere speculation; so
ulation opposed to facts, science, and the Scriptures. "In toe
thou eatest, thou shalt die," the pre-pronounced penalty for siunot apply to the physical body, for it did not die for hundreds*^  o^f
years afterward. Man was made with an organization, subject fro)^the very laws of its action to waste and decay, as ivere other aniuial
of the organic creation. Innumerable scientific facts attest thg
truth that the physical death of organized beings did not depeiui
upon Adam's siu. The Scriptures affirm that " flesh and blood ca\NOT inherit the kingdom of God," (1 Cor. xv. 50.); and it will bg'■answer sufficient to those who endeavor to break the force of tfii
sweeping and invincible negative of the apostle,by sayig that it "eau^not inherit it, but will receive it as a gift" to remind them that if
inherit" means "to give," in one place, it means it in all, and if
it will answer to get flesh and blood into heaven, it will also put for
nicators, idolaters, drunkards, tliieves, revilers, (1 Cor. vi. 9-10.) with
all who practice fornication, revelings, hatred, variance, &c., (Gal. v
19-21.) into the kingdom of Heaven, for the same word and form of
speech is used in all these Scriptures.
Another speculative assumption is, that, as the body of Christ was
y
raised, therefore our bodies mil be raised. There is no such Scrip*
tare declaration. It is expressly declared that the flesh of Christ sa?a
Pio comipUoiu—Acts. ii. 31. Paul puts the dilfereiice between David
and Christ thus, that David had "fallen on sleep, and was laid unto
his fathers, and mw corruption, but he whom God raised mw no cor
ruption."—Acts xiii. 36-37. The same apostle who drew this dis
tinction, also affirmed that " coekhptioh doth not inherit incor-
EUPTION."—1 Cor. XV. 50. It therefore seems utterly unscriptnral
to endeavor to paralel the resurrection of Christ's body with cornipt
and decayed human bodies of flesh and blood. No doctrine of the
gospel is of more sweeping or universal application than that of a" new creation in Christ Jesus." Salvation is not a repairing of old
corruptions, either physically or spiritually, but a passing away of old
things, and all becoming new by a ?iow creation.—3 Cor. v. 17.
As there is no Scripture authority for teaching the resurrection
of these physical bodies, because of the resurrection of the body of
Christ; as it is unreasonable to assume the resurrection of our
coiTuptible bodies, because His body, which saw no corruption, was
raised; we would do well to inquire for the Scripture teachino- con
cerning the meaning of His resurrection. The only place in Scrip-
ture where the relation of His resurrection to our salvation is shown by
a parallel or comparison, is found in the sixth chapter of Romans.
Here we find the Scripture key to the whole doctrine of the resur-
•rection. The spiritual resurrection is here given as the one preficrm-.
I ed by the resurrection of Christ. By the use of k'^ e as, likevnso,
I likeness, and even so, the apostle has clearly established the spiritual' resurrection, as the answer or paralel of the resurrection of the body
of Christ. The experience which preceeds this resurrection is likened
by the apostle to a iurial with Christ. Out of this buried condition '
we come by the same power and glory that raised Christ from the
dead. « Like as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the "
Father, eveii so, we also should walk in newness of life." If ^ ^e
have been planted in the likeness of His death, we shall be also in
the likeness of His resurrection. The use of the word « cnrcified,"
in this connection, shows that, not a physical death, but this
spiritual death,ov this baptism "into death," by which spiritual death
becomes an intense conscious experience, is the true parallel of Christ's *
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death. But as the burial,and planting, and crueilixion is tlio parallel
oC Christ's death and burial, so the apostle in the clearest language,
assorts that tlio resurrection from this dcatli and liurial is the jjarallel
of the resurrection of Christ. "For in that he died, he died unto
sin once, but in that ho liveth, he liveth unto God. In kewisk reckon
ye also younselves to lie DE.rn indeed unto sin, but alive [being
resurrected] unto God.".—^Ver. 11-Bh
The presumtive argument; that, because Christ was raised from
the dead, our bodies will be raised, so far as Scripture teaching goes,
is destroyed by the above parallel of the apostle.
xVnd when we take this key to the re.surrection, which tlio Gth
chapter of 'Koinan.s gives us, and follow it througli the teaehiug.s of
Christ and the apostles, we lind that this spiritual resurrection,
through which we are "-(puckened " from the "death in sin,"
(Eph. ii. G), and "risen witli Christ through the faith of the opera
tion of God, who raised Him, [Chri.st,] from the dead," (Col. ii. 12.
1.3,) which as wo saw above, is so by the glory of the Father that
raised Christ from the dead, that the apostle likens it to the resur
rection of Christ, with the words, "evek so wo also should walk in
XEWKESS of life"—wo find this resurrection and the life roeoivod
therein, occui>ying such a position, and so treated by the apostle,
that in view of His own negatives, "That we sow sot that body
that sliall be," that " ilesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom
(Pod."—"N'EiTirEii dotli corruption inherit incorruption," (i
XV. 3'i'- 30.) that in order to be in harmony with the apostle, spii.j^ ._nal Christians will have to abandon the liody resurrection doctrinQ^'.Tcsus taught that "that which is bora of the llcsh is flesh,"" that wliicli is born of the Spirit is sinnt. ' .Tno. iii. 0. That is,
the physical body is horn of the Ilesh, but the spiritual body u horn
of the " 'i'liere is a natural Iwdy, and there ls [not will be]•i spiritual bodv." the one received by natural law, by descent from
the first Adam; the other by spivitial law, by lieing begotten by the
Spirit, or quiclcenod by the second Adam, "who was madeaquickeu-
\L [New Version, life oimnfi] Spirit." Tins rGsurrecti,m life is the
life of the new birth. In it we hear the imago of the second Adam,
rpids is the bodv wiiich the early Friends taught the soul carries
.pon- Willi it out of the body. It the body of which the apostle
speaks, in contrast with this outward body in 3 Cor. v. 1. "For we
know that if our eartlily house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we
have a bmldUuj of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the
heavens." The Hew Version puts " bodily frame " instead of " tab-' ernacle," in the first and fourth verses of this chapter. The con
trast here is therefore, between this " bodily frame " and the " inward
j man," as it is only three vci-ses above in the preceding chapter.' Changing the figure the apostle represents this "building of God" as
1 a " clothing" by which " mortaUtf is "swcdhrced iqo of life", (see 2' Cor. v. L)
I This declaration of the afiostle, that the spiritual clotluug,-the
' « house which is from Heaven" is that by which mortaUty is swallow-
' ed up of life, folioiviiigthe fiftecuth of Corinthians, in point of time,
and addressed to the savie people, stands as an inspired interpreta
tion of the apostles true meaning in that chapter so much used toi prove the body resurrection. There is no ground in Scripture, of' reason for applying such teaching, as "It is sowu in corruption, it
is raised in incorrnption: it is sown iii dislionor,it is raised in glory,
it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power," (1 Cor. xv, 42. 45.)
to those who die unregenerated.
The central doctrine, the fundamental, root doctrine, of the afios-
tle's teaching in the fifteenth chapter of first Corinthians, is that
the "FIRST MAN," (which is clsewliere described as the "old man
which is corrupt," "the natural man,") is of the earth earthy, and
that the second man is the Lord from heaven;" adding this univer
sal declaration of the spiritual condition of those who are of these
two natures; that "As is the earthy, such also are they that are
earthy, and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly."
1 Cor. XV. 45. 48. By nature, by the first birth, every one born
into the world bears the image of tlie first Adam. By regeneration,
by I'cnewal, by a new creation, by the spiritual resurrection, by trans
formation, by tho new birth, all who are ever saved, bear the holy im
ago and flatiire of the second Adam. The apostle says, " As we have
borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of the
heavenly."—1 Cor. xv. 49. The note to this text in the New Version
clianges "shall" to "let"; making it a command to all true believ-
1
I
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ers to bear the heavenly image, the revised reading being "un jis a/so
hear the imarje of the heavenly."
There is no lesson recurring with more variation or vividness in
the typical teaching of the Old Testament, than that the divine bless
ing rests not upon the first birth, but on the second. Not Cain, but
Abel made his offering by faith; not Islimtel, but Isaac was born by
promise; not Esau, but Jacob inherited the blessing; not in Saul,
but in David was the succession established; not by the first cove
nant, but by the second was the "hope brought in, by which we draw
nigh unto God." The doctrinal teaching of the New Testament con
firms the typical teaching of the Old. The loss is by the first'Adam,
the salvation by the second Adam; not the first birth, but the new
birth " sees the kingdom of God;" not the "old man," but the
"new man " puts on Christ; not the first image, but the "renewed
image," is after or like Christ; not the earthy, carnal nature, but
the heavenly, spiritual nature bears the image of the lieavcnly.
Jesus said of himself, "I am the resurrection and the life." The
apostle Paul commanded the Church atEphesusto "put off the old
man which is corrupt, according to the deceitful lusts, and be renew
ed in the spirit of your minds, and put on the nam man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holiness."—Eph. iv. 23. 24
The same command is given in Col. iii. 10, except the new man
is there, "after the image of him that created him." Those wlio thus
put off the cornqdion of the old man, and put on the righteousness
holiness, and image of the new man are "raised up," "quickened
together with Christ."—Ejoh. ii. 5. 10. Paul commands us in Pom.
xiii. 11, "to put on the Lord Jesus Christ." They who have been
cleansed by His baptism " have put on Christ."—Gal. iii. 27. Christ
is the resurrection and the life; and He says the true believer "pasg.
es from death," "has everlasting life." and "shall never see or
taste death."—Jno. xii. 51. 52; therefore those Avho are clothed with
C'hnst, having put Him on as the apostle teaches, do indeed kno>y^
as they abide in Him in faithfulness, that " mortality is "Swallowed
up of life."—2 Cor. v. J; for such never more see or taste death.
When Christ is put on we have tlie divine image and nature; when
Christ is put on, we know the jjower of His resurrection. 'Robert
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Barclay says " the knowledge of Him, and the power of His resur-section is a work of the Spiritof Christ in theSaints." Works, p. 25.It was tlie experience of this glorious, spiritual change and victory
over death, and not tlie resurrection of natural bodies, to which the
great apostle refers when he says " 0 death where is thy sting! 0 orave•wliere is thy victory!" for tliere is no victory for tlie grave, wliere
there is no death; and no death, nor sting of death wliere there is no
SHU On this point we will re-affirm tlie words of Robert Barclay" Tlie outward death of those tliat are saved from eternal death is
rather a sleep tlian a death, as Ciirist said concerning Lazarus, he
sleepetli, and concerning the maid, she is not dead, but sleepeth.And therefore tliat Scripture Rom. vi. 23. \pie wages of sin is death.]
CANNOT be applied to them who die not, or ])erish not eternally: for
tliough the Saints lay down the oidioard man, it is not as the punish
ment OR REWARD of their sins which are forgiven, and from which
they are delivered: and so the sting of death being taken in those who
are saved, it is not that death which is the wages of sin. And
seeing the apostle said to the Saints, that al things were theirs,even
death, it cannot be that their death should be reckoned the wao^ esof their sins."—Truth cleared of calumnies. Works, p. 42. °
Around the warrior, terms of victory and overcome, cluster some
of the most exalted promises to be found in the whole range of reve
lation. They who overcome shall not be hurt of the second death;
they receive a crown of life; have access to the tree of life in theParadise of God; receive the morning star and the white stone;shal be clothed in white raiment, and inherit al things. They whom
John saw standing on the sea of glass were those who had obtained
the victory.
"But the victory and the overcoming are by faith, and the bloodof the lamb." — Rev. xii. 11; 1 Jno. v. 4. That this triumph is an
experience, by which our salvation is realized now, is confirmed by
the^  apostle, who says of those who thus overcome, "now is coaie salvation and strength, and the kingdom of God, and the power of
rs Christ."—Rev. xii. 11. Sin and death, as cause and affect, are
presented to us again and again by the apostle, as a nralignarrt
power, a fear-frrl tjTant that reigns in falen man, as an enemy of
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Gofl." Koin. V. 14,17, 21. Salvation as a "victory tlirougli Clin'st,"
is the overcoming and destrnction of this malignant power, lyy grace
so reigning in righteousness throngli Christ, that sin aiid death in us
are overcome, and the power and dominion of Christ, established, in
the kingdom of God that is witliin us. To such, " now ik come sal
vation and strength, and the kingdom of God,"—lleb, xii. 28; 2 Pot,
i. 11; Cal, i . l3,
In the vivid delineation, of the contest and antagonism between
sin and grace, given in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth chapters
of Romans; man is in bondage, and sin aiid death, personified as a
tyranical power,is reigning over him. Wo have already shown in the
analysis of the sixth chapter of Romans, that man is freed from this
bondage and dominion by tlie spiritual resurrection. There is a gran
deur in the apostles presentation of the antagonism and struggle be
tween life and death, wherein sin, as a mighty prineiplc of deatli and
grace as a mightier principle of life, contend for the victory, when
we recognize ourselves in union with Christ, as actual participants in
this warfare of the Lamb, which is totally lost, when we attempt to
apply it to the revival of inert, decayed material bodies. We be
lieve that it was to guard against such a disparaging muterialUm
that the ajoostle prefaced the triumphant declarations of wliat con
stituted the victory, in the closing verses of the fifteenth chapter of
Corinthians, with the negative declarations "That flesh and blood
cannot inherit the kingdom of God, neither doth corruption inherit
incorrnptfon,"—Ver. 50.
Having thusguardedagainsttliematerialistic application of what lie
was about to utter, he proclaims, that "when this corruptable shall
have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on immor
tality, Then shall be brought to pass the saying, that death is
swallowed up in victory,"—Verse 54.
We appeal with earnestness to every unprejudiced reader to take
notice of this all-important fact, that after the apostle had thus
announced what would constitute the victory, his next utterance
is one of triumphant thanksgiving, because he and others had receiv
ed the victory, " TJianks be to God who giveth us the victory through
our Lord .Jesus Christ;" and more than this, because of this victory.
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he makes a most earnest appeal to his beloved brethren to be "stead
fast, immovable, always aboniidiiig in the work of the Lord; for as
niucli as ye hnoiu that yonr labor is not in vain in the Lord." A sim
ilar thanksgiving crowns the struggle in Eom, vii, 23, by which he
obtains the victory and is delivered from tiie "body of death," Tiiat
tlie victory ivas a present experience and not a future act, is clearly
shown from the fact tiiat we only hope and praj' for that wiiicli is in
thefuture, or not yet obtained; and give tlianks to God for His gifts
and b]essingsfid«a</y received.
Before turning our attention to the objections which the body
resurrectionists raise against the fore-going views, we will remind
them, tiiat unless they are'ready to atKrm that the body of a wicked
man dying without repentance, "is sown in corruption and raised in
incorruption; sown in dishonor, raised in glory; sown in weakness,
raised in power," they cannot affirm, that the fifteenth chapter of
Corinthians is a description of a general resurrection. Probably
no one will be so foolish as to attempt such ,an application,
y" If therefore, this class of dead are not included, it will necessarily
follow that even if there should be a resurrection of natural bodies,
so far as the fifteenth chapter of Corinthians teaches, it would only
apply to those who had already been "born again," or "risen with
Christ," as is advocated in this Introduction.
The principle and most plausible objection rests upon the assump
tion, that the proper antecedent of the pronoun it, in verses 42, 43,
and 44, is the dead natural body. David Hunt says, " Let us re
member that the body, brought forth .by the seed sown, is as real
a body as that put into the ground, and the apostle says so is the res-
urrection of the dead. It is sown in corrnption. What is sown in
corruption!' The body, certainly,"—Himfs Essays, 128, Between
the apostle's reference to the seed sown, in verse 36, and the "so is
the resurrection," which David Hunt brings tp^Qther in the above is
an omission of five whole verses. If he had ifceded the first one in
stead of garbling the quotation, as he has done, he would not have
made the {issertiou that this natural body is the same that is raised
fortius asseriion is apositive contradiction of these words of the apostle
omitted in his quotation, " Thou fool, that which thou sowest.
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tliou sov;e^t not iliut hodij that .diall Ik." ]J. Hunt says, " The seed
brought fortli Ls as real a body as that put into tlte ground." To
this we answer fir.st, that if Iii.s seed, sown like the dead tjody ho con
tends for, had no life-genu in it, he would get. no new l;ody. And
second, we remind him and all his kind,that, that ^\hieh r^pruvjs up
is the living germ which does not die; the livinggerm like the never-
dying spirit, leaves the old dead hody and ascends as a new plant,
while the old dead grain remains in the ground, moulders away,
a n d i s n e v e r r u h e d .
David Hunt further says, that " Ijody means reality as opi)osed
to representation." If so, a material body is a real material body,
and a spiritual body is a real spiritual body. Therefore when the
apostle said "There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body,"
he spoke of two present realities, one natural, the other spiritual,
for both verbs are alike, in the present tense.
We believe this subject of the natural and spiritual body, is of
sufficient impiortance to justify the quotation of the note to this part
of the fifteenth chapter of Corinthians, in C'onybcare and Howson's
Life and Epistles of Paul. We give it because of its prudent cau
tions, suggestive sentiments, and, (coming as it docs, from another
denomination,) well merited rebuke of the materialistic views of the
modern resurrectionists in the society of Friends;
" The importance of the subject justifies our c}uoting at some
length the admirable remarks of Dr. Burton (formerly Begins Pro
fessor of Divinity at Oxford) on this passage, in the hope that his
high reputation for leaiming and for unblemished orthodoxy may
lead some persons to reconsider the loose and unscriptural language
which they are in the habit of using.
"It is nowhere as,serted in the New Testament that we shall rise
again with our bodies. Unless a man will say that the stalk, tlie
blade, and the ear oftRorn are actually the same thing with the single
grain which is put into the ground he cannot quote St. Paul as
saying that we shall rise again with the same bodies; or at least he
must allow that the future body may only be like to the present one,
inasWnch as both are nnder the same genus; i. e. we speak of
human bodies, and we speak of heavenly bodies. But St. Paul's
Words do not warrant us in saying that the resemblance between the
present and future body will be greater than between a man and a
star, or between a bird and a fish. Nothing can be plainer than tlic
expression which he uses in tiie first of these two analogies, Thou
^west net that hady that shall 5c.-(xv. 37.) lie says also with equal
plainness, of the body, It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spirit
ual body: there is a natural body and there is a spiritual body.-\. Id.
These words require to be examined closely, and involve remotely a
deep metaphysical question. In common language, the terms, body
and sjn'rit are accustomed to be opposite, and are used to represent
trvo things which are totally distinct. But St. Paul here brings tlae
two expressions together, and speaks of a spiritual body. St. Paul
therefore did not oppose body to spirit; and though the looseness
of modern language may allow us to do so, and j'fit to be correct in
our ideas, it may save some confusion if we consider spirit as oppos
ed to matter, and if we take body to be a generic term, which compri
ses both. A body, therefore, in the language of St. Paul, is some-
thinsr which has a distinct individual existence.
"St. Paul tells us tliat every individual, when he rises again, will
have a spiritual body: but the remarks wliich I have made may show
how ditTeront is the idea conveyed by these words from the notions
which some persons entertain, that we shall rise again with the same
identical body. St. Paul appears effectually to preclude this notion,
when he says, flesh and blood cannot inherit the hingdom of God."
(verse 50.)—Burton's Lectures, p. 439-431.—Life and Epistles of
Paul, Vol. II. p. 65.
In tiiat part of ChrisUan Quaker entitled " Future Glory and
Felicity of the soul", in comieetion with this Introduc
tion, George Whitehead and William Penii say, that "the soul spirit
ually hath its proper organ, vessel or body, whei-ein either the liabitof good or evil,holiness or faithfulness cleaves to it,when the earthly
mansion or house is destroyed and turned to dust as it was, tliere*
being a house or clothihg that cleaves more closely to the soul than
dust cvm."—Christian Quaker, Edition 1674, Vol. II. p. 147.
When these two men published the above, and it was subsequent
ly endorsed by Robert Barclay, it placed the early Friends far above
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the carnal materialism of their day, as Avell as ours. It placed them
more than two centuries in advance of the most advanced religious
thought of that age; and two-hundred and fifty years in lulvanco of
the scientific thinkers on tiic connection of mind and matter.
The views of early Friends on the universal ])rcsencc of God in the
conscience, arc being rapidly eml)iaccd by the greatest Christian
Philosophers of this age; as tlic strongest i)osition from which to re
pel tiie .assaults of an agnostic materialistic atheism against christi-
anitj". and now just as so many arc drifting back, into the sloughof materialism, out of which the early Friends came, we find that
advanced Christian thinkers and Philosophers are actually taking po-
sitioii along side the early Friends, and teaching a spiritual body,
and warning against the gross and carnal ideas of the resurrection,
so universally held. As the light of truth, both spiritual and scien
tific, breaks in more and more upon the world, we believe that thoseFriends who stand firm to our ancient principles will be made to
rejoice at the evidence that they arc the truth of God.
In his lecture entitled " Vlrici on the Spiritual Body" delivered in
Tremont Temide, Boston, Joseph Cook spoke these words, " ~\Vheu
the Bible speaks of a spiritual body, it does not imply that the soul
is material; it does not teach materialism at all; it simply implies
that the soul has a glorious ensioathemcnt, which will accomjmny it in
the next world. I beheve that it is a distinct biblical doctrine that
there is a spiritual body as there is a mitural body, and tiiat the for
mer. has extraordinary powers I tread here upon the edge of im
mortal mysteries, but the great proposition which I wish to empha
size is, that science, in the name of the mycroscope, and the scalpel,
begins to whisper what revelation ages ago uttered in, tliu"tiers tiuvt
THERE IS A SPIRITUAL BODY with glorious capacities.—Tlie self-evident
axiom tli at every change must have an adequate cause requires us to hold
that there exists behind the nerves a non-atomic, ethereal ensivathe-
ment for the soul, which death dissolves out from all complex contact
with mere Jlesh, and which death, thus unfettering without ihsem.-
bodying, leaves free before God for all the development with which
God can inspire it."—Biology, page 325.
The most striking feature of the quotation from Dr. Burton is his
conclusion, that body, as used by the apostle Paul "is something
which has a distinct individual existence." Nearly all chisses of those
who believe in the resurrection of the body, admit that there is that
in man that parts from the body at death, and continues to live as
a " distinct individual existence," but tiie capacity to do this, in the■ above view of the apostle's meaning, necessitates the possession of a
M spiritual body.
God said to Satan in the beginning, " I will pur, enmity between
thy seed and her seed."—Gen. iv. 15. Jesus said the "good seed are
the children of the kingdom, but the tares, [eidl seed] are the chil
dren of the wicked one."—Mat. xiii. 38. Like the grain in the an
alogy of the apostle, each of these seeds has a body of its own nature,
but that somewhat, which has the capacity of a distinct existence,
after death, which we call soul or spirit, and' which takes on the
good or evil nature, is that which is " sown in corruption," sown in
dishonor, "sown in weakness." This and not the outivard body, is
the IT, of which • the apostle speaks. We so believe and teach, be
cause it is in harmony with the teaching of early Friends; and all
who claim to be their successors, must so teach or lie open to be
justly charged with hypocrisy and deception.
But on still higlier grounds, we so believe and teach:-l Because to
teach that the it of the apostle, was the outward material body, is to
utterly nullify the negatives of the apostle, that "flesh and blood
cannot inherit the kingdom of God," «that corruption doth not in
herit incorruptioii," " thou sowest not that body that shall be."
2 Because the words, " i t is sown in weak7iess," cannot
properly be applied to a dead body, while it can with the greatest
consistency be ajiplied to that condition, in which the soul is by na^
ture. For until purified by the atoning blood of Christ, even the
child is in the "comiption" of the "natural" or fallen nature of
t h e fi r s t A d a m .
3 Because the Greek word "ps^tchikon," which is trans
lated "natural," means tiie "living principle, as distinguished
from the spiritualprmciple."—Life and Epistles of Paul,Yol. IL p.37.
This was also tlie teaching of William Penn and George AVhitehead;
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and it is the explanation attached by note to this word, in the New
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4 Because to interpret the "natural body," of verse 44, to be the
dead material body, or the « spiritual body " to be the resurrected,
material body; renders meaningless the apostles illustration of this
matter by reference to the creation of Adam. "The first Adam wasm e a li\ing soul, the last Adam was made a quickening Spirit." •
jver. 40.) The last Adam gives to the soul the life tlio first Adam
Riiffpr .s- deathless as to its individual being, and did nott a f e o f r , r ' - I » « -
e a r t h - " t h e " fi r s t f t t d r l h o f t l l G G t l l t l l j
power of tbfrfri "quickening." or lifeto the snirif i # Adam is the resurrection from the natural
earthly to corruptible to the incorruptible, from the
stands as the f Adam, as the Father of our race,
apostle, illustrah-. '^^ ^i generation; and when thethis exalted co ^.he natural and spiritual body, inour Jesus Chr"\^ i' name Adam to our Lord and Savi-
the redeemed o-o! ' k ^ i^ e^wise recognizes Him, as the lcid of
cause they are'^ bor^ '^ f^ °°' image of the last Adam, be-
applied by early p"- '^ o^ve. Gross and carnal were the terms
ity enough to unde'T opposers, who not having spiritual-for the resurrection^  naystery of the resurrection, contended
more force to their n bodies; and they apply with even
ground of their opposfrs^^ successors of our time, who occupy the
holored'by resurrection which has beenJesus with the SadduceeT conversation of
Buke. This thrice renea'ted repeated by Matthew, Mark, andsized as of the «^«os/importarcrT"'"- ^rection as our Saviour ta^t" The" f";!'
Ev tEo Qr..:n , g r It. ihe question propounded to Je-us by he Saddacess, about t  ,o ,»,. ,ith the sL  husbands,
was but an extreme, statement, of the body resurrection doctrine.
And the reply which Jesus made cannot without violence, be appli
ed or reconciled with any phase of the body resurrection doctrine.
The Sadducees did not believe in either angels or spirits, Acts
xxiii. 8. so that their question related solely to the resurreetiou of the
natural body. Jesus first rebukes their unbelief by declaring that
in the resurrection "tliey are as the Angels of God in heaven; that
they who shall be accounted worthy to oMain that world are "tiie
children of God being children of the resxLrrection." The interpre
tation which Jesus gives of the resurrebtion is based on the words of
God to Moses "I am the'God of Abraham and the God of Isaac and
the God of Jacob." Quoting these words, Jesus answers and rebukes
the Materialists of every age, who like the Sadducees vainly imagine
that the resurrection relates to the natural bodies of men, by saying,
"God is not the God of the dead but of the living."
Each of the following propositions are implied in this brief an
swer of Jesus to the Sadducees.
1. God was the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, but not of
their dead bodies.
2. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob had "attained that world and the
resurrection fram the dead"—Luke xx. 56.
3. They had become the children of God being the children of
o f t h e r e s u r r e c t i o n .
4. They liad a distinct spiritual existence and being, apart from
their outward bodies, as the angels of God in heaven.
5. This distinct spiritual existence, with the foregoing glorious
privileges, is what constitutes the resurrection as taught by Jesus
Chr is t .
6. It was a great error, into which the Sadducees had fallen, be
cause they lacked the knowledge of the true spiritual meaning of
Gie Scriptures, when they supposed that resurrection meant, the
raising of the natural body.
If we join this teaching of Christ, concerning Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob, with the teaching of the apostle Paul concerning the spir
itual body; we believe that to the minds of many Friends, who have
been perplexed about this doctrine of the resurrection, conviction
will come, like rest to the weary and heavy laden; that the early
Friends, that Dr. Burton, that Joseph Cook,were indeed in the truth,
when they taught that the spuitual body of the resurrection, is that
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house or clothing that cleaves more closely to tlie soul than dust can;
that there is a glorious enswathement ■which will accompany it in
the next world; in which the soul maintains a diatinct individual
e x i s t e n c e . •
If the advocates of the body resurrection were limited to a single
text of Scripture as proof of their doctrine, they would probablyBclect the 28th and 29th verses of the 5th^  chapter of Jolin as the
strongest text in the Holy Scriptures. DaCid Hunt no doubt gaveexpression to the confidence of our opposers, xvhen he assumes that
^ understand this Scripture of the spii-itual resurrection is
roily and "subterfuge," or "equivocating mysticism." But thosew o believe the teaching of the early Friends, that God by His Spirit
every nmn; that His voice, as the "word of faitli, nigh in tlieear is t at to-fflnch the apostle refers, in Iloin. x. 18, when he
heard? Yes vcrtly, tlieir sound went in-
R i - u ^ e n d o f t h e w o r l d , " — t o t h o s ew o us ® v^e, there is no difficulty in the intei-pretation of this
Clip ure. he difficulty of our opposers is one of their own construction, and has its origin in the effort to measure spiritual things
by their carnal ideas of a material resurrection. We have alreadyanalyzed the answer that Jesus gave to the question that implied or
supposed a material resurrection. We have seen that it is an absolute denial of any such doctrine, even to the saying that God was
not t e ° the dead [bodies in the Sadducee sense,] and it seems
to us, in view of this reply, that the terms folly and subterfuge
would better apply to those who in contradiction of Christ's teaching
endeavor to inyraft their materialistic ideas into this most spiritual
discourse of Jesus; when he says nothing that makes it necessary.
Jesus was teaching the Jews; and all classes admit that when Jesus
said "The hour cometh and now ite, when the dead sliall hear the
voice of the Son of God, and they that hear shall live," He spoke of
a spiritual resurrection. This was a privilege then at that hour, en
joyed by the Jews only. It would be no marvel to the Jews to apply
the next sentence of Jesus to the resurrection of the natural body, for it
was the teaching of the Pharisees, and Jewish Rabbis, that Israel the
chosen people, should rise from the dead. "They had been trained
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to believe tluit all Israel would be gathered from the four quarters
of the earth at the coming of the Messiah, and the dead would he
raised innnediatcly after."-ffciXvh's Life of Christ, p 563
The Jews were not only (rained to believe that Israel would be rais-
"ed from the dead, but Geilde says, "The Rabbis taught that al the
heatl.en outside ti.e Holy Land would be raised."-X//h of Christ, p.
501 If Jesus had changed the thought of this discourse from the
spiritual resurrection, (ver. 35,) to a physical resurrection (in verse38 ) and included al, both Jews and Heathen, good and evil, it wouldhave'been onlv a repetition of their customary teaching, and so, no
marvel to them. But if we reiceve this profound and spiritual
discourse of Jesus, as a connected discourse on tlie judgment and the
spiritual resurrection; instead of a change from the spintual resurrection to a physical resurrection, we behold, (in vei. .8,) the glori
ous announcement that the hour should come when the whole world
should eijov the same privilege of salvation, the same privilege of
hearim the voice of the Son of God, and "passing out of death into
life " tliat the Jews enjoyed at that hour. "Marvel not at this, —tliat is, that the Jews should have life,-for the hour cometh in
which ALL who arc in the graves shal hear His voice and come forth;
that is the whole world, not Israel alone, the chosen people, as they
thought; but ALL MANKIND iu thc coing hour, should "hear thevoice'of the Son of God, and live."
The apostle teaches that as Christ died for al, then were al men
dead. 3 Cor. v. 14. The grave is the-receptacle of the dead;
therefore when Jesus, using the word grave, in this wide sense,
declared that the hour sliould come when al who were in their
graves should hear the voice of the Son of God, He at once and fii y
recognized the true and universal condition of man in the a , anannounced the universal call and offer of salvation to ALL inen.
No more marvelous announcement could have been ma e o le
Jews, than that salvation should be for all men, while tie o y resurrection was no marvel at all, but a part of their customary teach
ing in which they were "trainedyThe chief objection urged against us, and in favor o o
urrection, is that it is "folly" to suppose a condition, in which
i -
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those in the grave, in this sense could do good. Much stress is jdac-
ed on this objection; and the confidence with wliich it is repeated,
indicates that our opposers consider it unanswerable; but unless they
are prejiared to affirm that an unsaved person cannot do good works,
there is very little force in this objection. M'e ask our readers for
the moment to wholly put away all idea of a material resurrection,
and examine this subject in the liglit of Scripture teaching and
examjile.
In the parable of the sower, the various conditions and attitudes
of spirit in which men are found when the truth reaches them, is
pi-esented by our Saviour, under the figure of the wayside stony
ground, thorns, and good ground hearers. Luke viii. 4 to 15. Allthese heard the voice of the Sower, hut fruit was brought forth only
by those represented by the good ground in this parable. In the
interpretation given by Jesus, (ver. 15,) He says, the " ejood groundare they^  which in o.\ honest and good heart, having heard the word
keep it. ^  Again Jesus said, "every one that doeth evil, hateth the
light; neither cometh to the light lest his deeds should be rein'oved.But he that doeth truth, cometh to the light tliat his deeds may be
made mauBest that they are wrought in God." Jno. iii. 21. 22. In
these te.achings of our Saviour, we behold that He clearly recognizes
a difference in the motives, conditions and acts whieli preceded their
hearing of the truth, or coming of the light. The doing of truth
which preceded the coming to the light, the good ground, represent
ing the "honest and heart which brought forth the fruit, indi
cate precisely the same motives, conditions and acts, indicated by the
words "they that have done good," in ver. 28. of Jno. v., Avhich
come forth to the resurrection of hfe.
Christ said of Himself, "I am the resurrection and the life." Jno.
ri. 35. He is also the "light that lighteth every man." Jno. i. 9.
They who come to Christ, "come forth to the resurrection of life,"
for this is what Chiist is. They that come to Christ, come to the
light of ItfO} for this also is Chi-ist. But " he that doeth truth, com
eth to the liglit," so also he that hath done good cometh forth to the
resurrection of lite.
■W'liilc it IS no doubt true, that the experience, or preparation of
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^^ cart which Jesus represents as the good ground, the honest and
?iood heart, and the doing of truth, or doing good; which must actu
ally 2}rcvode and initiate every true conversion, is so unknown and
inexplicable to the modern literalism of our day, that they de
nounce it as mysticism; yet it is no less true that such an experience
nnd preparation of heart lies at the basis of all Christian experience
as taught by our early Friends. It has been the teaching of the
society of Friends from its origin that by a measure of the Spuit,
given to every man as light, grace, seed, and Word of faith, God
calls every man, and during a time of visitation, brings and offers
salvation to every man. This measure of the Spirit, which wrought in
the Gentiles, (Kom. ii. 14,) as the taw written in the heart, prompts
to the doing of good and restrains from evil, by leading the thoughts
to "excuse or accuse " each other. This divine light, like the « voice
of one crying in the wilderness," has always led to the preparation
for the coming of Christ in every Tiea/fi where it has been honestly
obeyed.
Those who thus know of this preparation through the tendering
visitations of tlie Holy Spirit, experience that Christ is revealed
in them, as their Saviour, and such "pass out of death into life,"
out of death into Christ, who is the resurrection and the light of
life. Those who do not know of this preparation during the day
of visitation, who do not confess His name in the day of mei'cy,
must bow in judgment, as the New Version renders the text, they
"come forth to the resurrection of judgment "
But aside from the doctrinal teaching of the New Testament, the
example of Cornelius is sufficient to answer the objection of our op-
posers, and shows how those unsaved may do good. Cornelius was a
devout man, one that feared God, gave much alms, and prayed daily;
(Acts X. 1,) but he w'as commanded to send men to Joppa, "and
call for one Simon, whose surname was Peter, who shall tell the
words whereby thou and all thy house shall be saved." Here was
a devout man, a Roman Centurion, giving alms, praying, indeed
doing much good; but as no man can be saved by "works of righ
teousness," he was unsaved imtil he believed, and received Christ
Jesus as his Saviour. Cornelius was, no doubt, a tyjhcal man; he
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Tcpveseiits that class of men in whom tlie good ground is prepared
hy the operation of the Holj* Spirit. Such are iireparcd to receive
the truth in an lionest and good heart, and bring forth fruit to the
honor arid glory of God.
David Hunt ridicules the idea of men doing good in wViat he
calls " the graves of sin," but if this Eonian Centurion who was un
saved, was not in the "grave of sin," in the same sense as the dead
of wliom .Jesus spake, in verse 25, we know of no Scripture that
defines the difference.
J\'e have limited the meaning of the words, "Tiiey tliat have
done good, to such motives and acts as were represented by the sincere
"de\outness of Cornelius, the "good ground," or "honest and good
lieart, in the parable of the sower; or the "doing of truth," in the
teaching of Christ; conditions and acts, which preceded the "comingto the light," the receiving the word, and being saved, and conse
quently prceding the coming to Christ, the resurrection and tlie
life, in the true gospel meaning of this precious experience. But tomake an unlimited applieation of the words "they that have done
good shall come forth to the resurrection of life," to a final experi
ence, is to teaeh the doctrine that all who have done good works are
saved, and shall therefore enjoy the final reward of the righteous;
which is contrary to the whole tenor of the gospel, which teaches
that "not by works of righteous, but through His mercy He saves us
by the washing of regeneration and the rmciving of the Holy Ghost."But against the views of our opposers, we enter the objection,
tliat John V. 28, cannot be understood of a resurrection of the
outward body, because it makes tiuo resurrections instead of 0)ie,
for each class referred to: for they "come forth" to a resurrection;
one to "the resurrection of life," the other to "the resurrection of
damnation." To come forth from an outward grave is to he resur
rected; but according to our , body resurrectionists' idea, they are
resurrected to a resurrection: What this resurrection is which they
"come forth to," from the outward grave, from the outward stand
point of our body resurrectionists, we are at a loss to determine.
When the body resurrectionists endeavor to apply this text to an out
ward, literal resurrection as they do; as we all know that to come forth
/
is a resurrection, if we confine them to the actual position in which
they place themselves, they say to us, that they " that liave done
good," have a resurrection to a life resniTection; as they protest
against immortality being synonymous with resurrection; we put the
question in all earnestness, what resurrection is it you come to, after
your resurrection from the outward grave?
The views of early Friends on Christiair experience and the resur
rection escape the difficulty brought out in the above objection; for
as seen in the foregoing teaching, we come forth out of the condition
in which we are by nature, and come to Christ wlio is the " resurrec
tion of life," and so become the children of the resurrection.
David Hunt's Essays characterize it as " folly " to speak of com
ing forth from the grave of spiritual death, to the resurrection of
damnation; but as it is true that all who do not hear and obey the
voice of God in the day of mercy and visitation will most certainly
come to judgment; the " folly " seems more to exist in the unspiriG
ual ideas of the author thau in any gi-eat difficulty in this inter
pretation.We object to the application of the words of John v. 28. to a
general resurrection, in which all, both good and evil, shall come
forth, at the same time, at the hearing of the voice of the Son of
God; because if the resurrection is explained as an outward event,
it is a positive contradiction of Kevelations xx. 4-5, which places a
thousand years between the resurrection of the good and the evil.
This contradiction involves the body resurrection doctrine in a
difficulty, out of which its advocates have not agreed as to how it
shal l bo del ivered.
In this Introduction, it has been shown that early Friends did not
teach the resurrection of the natural body. It has been sliown, by
contrasting, in parallel columns, that there is a difference so sharp
as to amount to actual contradiction between early Friends and the
modern teachers of the body resurrection in the society of Friends.
It has also been shown by a similar contrast,that the arguments of
the modern resurrectionists among Friends, are exactly the argu
ments of the enemies who opposed early Friends.
It has been shown from Romans, sixth chapter, that the resur
rection is spiritual.
i l i i - t h e r e s u r r e c t i o n .
From 2 Cor. v. it has been shown that if the " bodily franie " be
destroyed, we have a building of God; and the resurrection is suoli that
" mortality " is in this life, in the true Scriiiture sense, " swallowed
up of life."
From the fifteenth chapter of first Corrinthians it has been shown
negatively that we sow not that body that shall be; that flesh andblood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; and that corruption doth
not inherit incorriiption; and it has also been shown affirmatively
that by the first Adam—through the first birth, we have the natural
image and body, so also, by Christ, the second Adam—through thesecond biith, we have the heavenly image and spiritual body.
From the conversation of Jesus with the Sadducces, it was shown
that, while God was the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, he wasnot the God of their dead bodies; that Ahraham, Isaac and Jacob
had attained the resurrection, and become as the Angels of God in
heaven; that they were the children of the resurrection, having adistinct spiritual existence, apart from the natural bodies.
From John v. 28. 29, it has been shown that instead of teachinga body resurrection, Jesus was proclaiming the great doctrine of
salvation, for all the world, as the marvellous intent of Ilis mission;that as the Jews already believed in a resurrection of the bodies of
men, it would have been no "marvel" to them if Jesus had taughtit. It was also shown that to apply this Scripture to a general res
urrection, would absolutely contradict Eev. xx. 4. 6; and that from the
p raseology of this Scripture, to apply it to an oatward, literal res-
urrectiou makes it teach two resurrections.
If the doctrine of the resurrection of the natural body is not taught
ill the passages above referred to, it is not found in the teachings of
Christ and the apostles. There are other Scriptures used to strength
en the conclusions which the body resurrectionists draw from the
foregoing; such as the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew, and thefourth of first Thessalonians; but whatever arguments in support of
the body resurrection, may seem to be derived from these passages,
they are so combined with another doctrine, which eaidy Friends re
jected, that they stand or fall with it. We refer to the doctrine of the
Second personal Advent of Christ upon earth. There are evidently.
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three distinct things referred to by our Saviour in those passages,
wliich speak of his coming. First is the coming at the time of death
wlien one shall be taken and the otlier left. Second, the predictions
which relate to the destruction of Jerusalem. Third, the coming to
those who accept Him in order to save them, and dwell in tiiem,
which the apostle speaks of as " coming the second time, without
sin unto salvation." Heb. ix. 28. Arranging the Scripture under
these three heads, we find no Scripture left to support the doctrine
of the Second Advent. The Second Advent teachers depend entirely
upon a literal interpretation of the Scriptures, to sustain their doe-
trine: but Jesus says, (in Mat. xxiv. 34.) "Verily I say uuto yoa,tMs
gemration shall not jjoss aiuay till all these things he fulfilled. These
words of Jesus are of themselves a sufficient reply to all the argu
ments the Second Advents can draw from the twenty-fourth of
Matthew; for by their law of interpretation, they lie as in an impas
sible barrier, in the way of the literalism, that would use this chap
ter to prove the second personal coming of Christ.
That the glowing iinagei'y of the twenty-foui'th of Matthew, applies
to the destimction of Jerusalem, is proved by the words of Luke,
xxi. 20. 32, where the greater part of the same discourse of Jesus
is repeated, ending as in Matthew with the words, "this generation
shall not pass away until all be fulfilled." Though these were things
to be witnessed in that generation, yet " they were to see the Son of
man coming in a cloud." Luke xxi. 27. And God would " send His
Angels with a great sound of a trumpet." Mat. xxiv. 31. It will
be noticed that these two expressions are the ones relied on in
Thessalonians, to prove the doctrine of the Second Advent of our
Saviour, as preliminary to the general resurrection; but in view of
their mysterious use by our Saviour, in connection, with His predic
tions of the overthrow of Jerusalem, we believe it might not be amiss
to close this subject w'ith the words of the apostle Peter, in his sec
ond general epistle when ivriting of the " day of the Lord," and
the " new heavens, and a new earth," he speaks of what " our be
loved brother Paul " had written of " things hard to be understood,"
which they that were " unlearned and unstable," wrested to their
own destruction. If there is no deeper signification to these Serial-
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tures, than the literal construction jnit upon tliein l)y the body
resurrectionists, there is nothing about them "liard to be understood."
Paul says, (evidently speaking of his own experience) I knew a man
in Christ "cawjlit up to the third heaven" "caught ugj into para
dise, and heard unspeakable words." 2 Cor. xii. 2. 3. We have
seen that the "sound of the trumpet" and the "Son of Man in
the clouds, were used with reference to the destruction of Jerusalem;
and Paul applies the words "caught up," to an e.xperiencc "in
Christ;" and it is our sincere conviction, that there are ercporiencee towhich these words of Paul, in Thcssaloniaus apply, which arc so
"haid to be understood," that unless we learn their true significance,
by passing though them, we will never understand them; and all
attempts to apply them literally, is but the work of the unlearnedin the spintual school of Christ, and only tends to destruction in
stead of edification.
AVe trust that all who have had the patience to read this Intro-
duction, may as patiently read the following writings of GeorgeFox, M ilham Penn, George Whitehead, and other early Friends, on
the subject of the resurrection, and we are assured that it will be
found that the positions taken in this Introduction, are the teachings
of the founders of the society of Friends.
T H E
R E S U R R E C T I O l ^
AS TAUGHT BY EARLY FRIENDS,
A Hepifint of €he Chaptei* on tiie Eesurrectio.n, in
Christ ian Quaker,
BY WILLIAM PENN AND GEORGE WHITEHEAD,
Endorsed by ROBERT BARCLAY,
With Chapters from the writings of George Fo\%
William Penn and Thomas Story, and from
Sewel 's History.
C O N C E R N I N G T H E R E S U R R E C T I O N
O F T H E
JUST AND THE UNJUST.
B y G E O R G E F O X ,
(Doctrinal Works, page 943.)
C H A P T E R 1 .
C H R I S T T H E R E S U R R E C T I O K .
Christ said to Martha, thy brother Lazarus shall rise agaiu. Martha
said unto Jesus, I know he shall rise in the resuirection at the last
day. Jesus said unto Martha, I am the resiuTection and the life, he
tliat believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live, Mark!
though he were dead, yet shall he live that believeth in Christ, he
shall live forever, he hath eternal life, as in John .vi. 23, 24, 25, 2(i.
And again, Jesus saith, whosoever liveth and believeth in me, shall
never die. Christ said, believest thou this, Martha? She said unto
him, yea. Lord. Mark! who liveth and believeth in Christ, shall
never die, but have eternal life, and are grafted into Christ, them
that live and believe; and though he were dead, he that believeth hi
Christ, yet shall he live.
TRUE BELIEVERS ARE PASSED FROM THE DEATH I l f ADAM TO
T H E L I F E I N C H R I S T .
And Christ said, as 1 live by the Father; so he that eateth me
shall live by me, John vi.57. And Jesus said, verily, I say unto you,
he that heareth my woi-d, and believeth on him that sent me, hath
everlasting life, and shall not eome into condemnatioli, but hath
passed from death unto life. Mark ! such believers as these are pass
ed from the deaOi in Adam, to the life in Christ and have everlasting
life in them. And again, Jesus saith, verily, verily, I say unto you,—
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namely the Jews—the hour is coming, and now is, Mark I and /jwff
is when the dead sliall hear the voice of the Son of God, and tliey
that hear shall live, j Mark! they that hear.*7^«?? 7ire marvel not at
this, for the hour is coming, in which all that are in the grave shall
hear the voice—Mark ! the wfce—of the son of God, and shall come
forth, they that have done good, nnto the resurrection of life, and
they that have done evil, unto the resurrcctioji of damnation.
So here you may see, the resurrection of them that iiave done good,
to life, them that have done evil, to damnation, John, v. 25. 20, and
Mat. XXV. 46. The wicked shall go into everlasting punishinent, but
the righteous into life eternal.' Clirist saith, the Father hath given
him authority to e.xecute .iudgnient, because he is the Son of man:
the Father hath committed all judgment unto the Son, and all pow
er in heaven and earth is given unto him, because he hath appointed■ a day, in the which he will judge the world in nghtcousness, by tiiat
man whom he hath ordained—to wit, Christ Jesus—Acts xvii. 3fl, ,
Rev. xxii. 2, John v,Mat. xxviii.' And here you may see,Christ saith.
He is the Resun-ection and the life ; for as the Father raiseth the
dead, and' quickeiieth them, even so 'the Son rjuickeneth whom he _
will, John'V. 21. And Christ who is the image of the invisible God,
by him are all things created that are in heaven, and that are in the
earth, &c., all things were created by him, and for him. Col. i. 16.
17. He is before all things, and by him all things consist, and
having made peace through the blood of his cross, by him to recon
cile all things unto himself, whether they be things in heaven, or
things in the earth ; for by Christ, God made the world, who is tlie
brightness of his glory, and the express image of his substance, and
upholdeth all things by the Word of his power, Heb. i. 2. 3, John i.
All things were made by Christ, the word, and without him was not
any thing made that was made. Christ Jesus, the fii'st born of every
creature, the first-begotton from the dead by him were all things ere
ated that are in heaven and that are in earth. And the Apostle
saith, that the Gospel of Christ was preached to every creature under
heaven. Col. i. IS* 16. 18. 23. And that in the fullness of time,
Chiust might gather in one all things to himself, both which are in
heaven, and which are on the earth, even in him, Ephes. i. 10. And
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therefore the Aj^ stle saith, he was to let al nieu see what is the fel
lowship of the Mystery, which from tie beginning of the world hathbeeu hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ, Ephes, iii. 9.
TREE RELIEVERS H.VVE ETERLASTIKG LIFE, AND SHALL NEVER
DIE, OK TASTE DEATH.
Here, you may see, al things were made and ci-eated by Jesus
Christ; and man being fallen from God into sin and death, from
this life, Ciirist said, I am the resurrection and the life; and saith,
he that believetii on him shall not jieiTsli but have everlasting life .
and morcover—sttitii he,—he that belieroth on me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth and believetii in me
shall never die. And Christ saith to the Jews, if any man keep my
sayings, he shall never fa-nte ef death, ilud again, Christ saith untothe Jews, verily, verily, I say unto you, if any man keep my sayings,
he shall never taste of death, John vii. 51. 52. The Father loieth
the Sou, and hjith given all things into his hand; and he that believ
etii in the Son, hath everlasting life—Mark! hath it, and is not con
demned—but he that believetii not the Son, is condemned, and shall
not see life, but the wrath of God abideth on liiin, John iii. 18. 36.
J AS THE ANGELS IN HEAVEN.
The Sadducoes asked Christ, and said, there were seven brethren
took one woman to wife, one after another.; and -they asked Clinst,
whose wife shall she be in the resurrectionf 'And Christ said, unto
-the Sadduces, that they did err, and knew not the Scriptures, neither
the power of God; for''when they shall rise froin the dead, tkey
neither marry nor are given in inarrage, but m'e rw the AngeU which
are in heaven; neither can they die any more, Luke xx. 36. And
as touching the resurrection of the dead, that they rise, have ye not
read it in the book of Moses, how in the bush God spake unto him,
saying, I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and theGod of Jacob, Luke xx. 38. He isW the God'of the dead, but the
God of the living, for all live to him. . And Christ said unto the Sad-
dueees, ye do greatly err, &c. Mark xii. 13. 20. 27, Mat. xxii. 23. 28.
30. 31. for he that believetii shall not perish, but have everlasting
life, John iii. 15. And you may see how the Apostles were witnesses
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of the resurrection of Christ from tlie dead, and tliat his soul was not- left in hell, neither did his flesh see corruption, Acts ii. 30. 31, and
IV. 33. But the preaching the resurrection of Christ to the Philoso
phers, Epicureans and Stoics, they called it babliiig, and so iiiock-ed at it, as in Acts xvii. 18. 22, and there see how they oi)iK)scd tiie
Apostle, when he preached Christ the resurrection from the dead.
Acts xxiii. 6. And the Apostle said, that there shall be a resurrec-
'\y tionof the dead, both of the just and the unjust; and for preaching
the resurrection of the dead—juimeli/ Christ Jestts—he was called in
ques ion. Acts xxiv. 15. 21. For all men being dead in Adam,Christ by the Grace of God hath tasted death for every man, and isrisen for their justification; he is the quickening Spirit, and is the
rmtrreciton and the life, and the first born from the dead, and isbecome the first fruits of them that sleep.
the xew birth the likeness of Christ's resurrection.
God, Jesus Christ our I^rd, which was
the S ^  of David, according to the flesh, and declared to be' God, with his jiower, according to the Spirit of lioliness,
by the resurrection from tlie dead, Kom. i. 3. 4. And like as Christ
w e S l o r y o f t h e F a t h e r , & c . f o r i five 1 ave been planted togeth r in the liken ss of his death, we shall
A ^  together in the Uhem i^s of his resurrection, Kom. vi. 5.
rJln . ^ know Christ and the power of his
able^ f fellowship of his suflfering^ , being made conform-
tinn f means I might attain unto the resurrec-
1,^ .1 ^  —'itamely, the Lord Jesus Christ—\i:ho shal changer vile body, that  a  be fashion d like uno his glorious body,
according to the working, whereby he is able to subdue all things■ unto himself, Phil. iii. lo. n. tb 21. Mark! change your vile body,
mid fashion it like unto his glorious body, in the resurrection. Sothe vile body must be changed if it be made like unto his glorious
body in the resurrection, 2 Tim. i. 17. 18. But Hymeneis and1 hiletus concerning the truth erred, who said that the lesurrection
was passed already. Such overthrew people from the faith, that
stand in Christ, who is the resurrection and the life, through which
/
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; faith thci] attained to the resurrection, and had their vile bodies' CHANGED, d made Li k  nto his glorious bo y. And th Apostle
' said, blessed be God, the Father of our lAnd Jesus Christ, who ac
cording to his abundant mercies hath begotten us again to a h\e}y
hope, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the deaxl, 1 Pet. iii.21. And through their faith in Christ Jesus, who is tiie resurrection
and the life, did many suffer, as in Heb. xi. 35. And John said,' blessed and holy is he that hath part in the firet resurrection, on
4 such tiie second death shall have no i>ower, but they shall be priests^ of God and Christ, &c. Kev. xx. 6. Now these are the true believers
: in Christ Jesus, that shall not perish but are passed from death' TO life; and shall have life everlasting; and they that have done
evil, their resurrection is unto damnation; but the righteous, and
they that have done good, their resurrection is unto everlasting life,
y John V. 29. Mat. xxv. 46. So, they that come to the resurrectionof condemnation, who have lived in the death of Adam, and would
not believe in Christ the life, they are cast into the lake of fire, with
hell and death, which is the second death; but they are blessed that
have part in the fimt resurrection—namely Christ—who is the resur
rection and the life, on such the second death has no power. Rev. xx.
6. 14. 15. For Christ, who is the resurrection, and the life, destroy-
eth the devil and his works, who through death destroyeth death,
yea, the devil, the power of death, and bruiseth the serpent's head,and casts the devil, the old serpent, and the dragon, and the beast,
and the false prophet into the lake of fire. Rev. xix. 20. and xx. 10.
Now Christ, is the beginning and the ending, the first and the
last; all that believe in him, and are grafted into him, and put him
on, and walk in him, who is the resurrection and the life, over such
neither the first death nor the second deatM hath power but they live
and walk in Christ who hath power over death, and destroyeth death
and the devil, the power of it, who is the resurrection and the life,
s who brings people out of the first death in Adam, and gives them
power over the second death and hell, which is cast into the lake of
fire, with all them that ai'e not written in the Lamb's book of life,
from the foundation of the world. So in Christ the resurrection and
the life all arc blessed and happy eternally. And the Apostle Paul
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explains very fully the resurrection, 1 Cor. xv. and saitli, now if jChrist be preached, that he rose from the dead, how say some j
amongst you—namely, the Corinthians—that there is no resurroc-
tions from the dead? And if Ciirist Ix; not risen, then our preaching li
is vain, and we are false witn^ ses, because we have testiHed of Gotl,
that he raised up Christ from the de^ul: and if Christ Ixj not raised ,
up. from the dead, then is your faith vain, and yon are yet in your .
sins; for if the dead rise not, then is not Ciirist raised. So "here '
you may see, here were some amongst the Corintitians, that said, ithere was no resun-ection of the dead, 1st Cor. xv. 12. And there- 7
lore the Apostle thus rea.soned with them, if Christ Wivs not risen, |
en t leie was no resuiTection of the dead, tlien their iireacbing wa.s '
vain, and they were yet in their sins; and if in this life only we have
lope m Christ, we are of all men most miserable; but now Christ isrisen from the dead. Col. i. 18. and Rev. i, 5. The fii-st begotten
Irora the dead, and the Prince of the Kings of the earth. And Christ
»ai , am he that liveth and was deatl; and behold I live, forever
moie, V. i. 18. For by man—namely Adam—came death; and
namely Christ — came also the resurrection from theea , foj ag in Adam all died, even go in Olirigf, all be made
a l i v e . '
NOT THE BOI>Y THAT SHALE BE.Rut some will say, how are the dead raised? and with what bodies
o ey come. But the Apostle answereth, and saith to such, thoufool that which thou sowest, is not quickened, except it die, and
that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that gJial be but
bare gi-ain; it may chance of wheat, or some other grain, but God
v^eth It a body as it pleaseth him, and to every seed its own body.In the marginal note it is said, that Paul sendeth such fools as seem
to lie witty and wise, to be instnicted of the poor rude husbandman, '
1 s t C o r . X V . 3 5 . i
THE FIRST BIRTH NATURAL, THE •SECOND BIRTH SPIRITUAL. ,
As in thejirst Adam we are all boi-n natural, so in Christ, the second
Adam, we are all born sjnritual. Here you may see how the Apostle
teacheth these fools by the seeds-man that soweth his wheat, or some
other grain, and the natural seed that is sown in the creation, preach-
eth th'e resurrection of the dead, and may teach such fools the resur
rection of the dead, that say, with what body do they come, when tlie
dead are raised up? Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quick
ened, except it die, and that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that
body that shall be, but God giveth it a body as it pleaseth him, &c. for
the husbandman that, soweth his wheat or barley, doth he sow that
i o d i f t h a t s h a U b e ? , ' ' ■
t FIRST THE NATURAL BODy, AFTERWARD THE SPIRITUAL BODY. ''
And Christ saith, verily, I say unto you, e.xcept a corn of wheat
fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone, but if it die, it bringeth
forth much fruit, John xii. 24- So, what the husbandman soweth,
whether wheat or other seed, he soweth, Mark! he soweth not that
body that shall be, but God givCth it a body that pleaseth him, and
to every seed its own body ; and there are heavenly bodies, and there
are earthly Iwdies; the glory of the heavenly is one, and the glory
of the earthly is another. So here is a distinction of glories to each
body, so also is the resurrection from the deail; it is sown in corrup
tion, it is raised in incorrujition; Mark! in incorruption; it is sown
a natural body, it is raised a spiritual, Mark ! raised nsjpirilual body;
there is a natural body and there is a spiritual body; and so it is
written, the first man Adam was made a living soul, the second man
Adam was made a quickening spirit; how-be-it, that was not first
which is spiritual, but that which, is natUTal, and iifterwaixls that
which is spiritual; the first man is of tlie' earth earthly, the second
man is the Lord from heaven: and as is the earthly', such are they
also that are earthly; and as is the heavenly, such are they also that
are heavenly; the earthly and the he'avenly image. And as
we have born the image of the earthly, we shall also bear the image
of the heavenly; Mark I as we have born the image of the earthly,
we shall also bear the image of the earthly, in the resurrection as
the Apostle saitii, now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood can
not inherit the kingdom of God, neither doth corruption inherit
incorruption;—Mark! corruption doth not inherit incorruption be
hold, I show you a mystery, we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be
changed, Mark! all.
° T H K , K E S L ' K K K C T I O y .
CIIAXGKD AT THE SOUXDIXO OF THE i£EAVEXEY TKUMl'Kf.
So, here is a changing from cormption to incorniption, aiut from
mortality to immortality, and from an earlhhj image to a hmvenhj,
body unto Christ's glorious hotly in the resurrection,whose Hesh saw no corruition, and fo be fie><h of Im flex}, and bom
of 1m bone. And further, the Afiostle saith, in a moment, in the
^ trumpet; for the trumpet shall sound,
Mark ''th^  t ^  T t Hicorruptible, and we shall be changed;champed Ll /I incorniptible, and Mark ! we shall beput on inoorr!" r " ^ '^ venly trumpet? for this corruptible must
1 Cor. XV. 1 mortality must put on immortality,
incorruntin.i wi when the corruptible hath put on
Pid OH immortality inimortality, Mark!this saying that is writte then shall lie brought to pass
where is thy stino-r () f swallowed up in victory; 0 Death!is sin, and the strenatl^ '^ '^ victoi-y! the sting of death
whichgivethw^,MarJtCor. XV. Isa ttv e'tt * through our Ixird Jesus Christ.• 8 , j £ ( j a . j j j j
- T K C E -
N a t u r a l a n d S p i r i t u a l
B O D I E S .
B y G E O R G E F O X ,
. 1 ■■ i i ' . ' .
C H A P T E R I I . . .
Axp ye make a groat deal ado conceruiiig with what bodies people
shall he .raised!'' and about the body of Christ; therefore be satisQed
witii the Apostle's doctrine: fbr the Apostle saith, some meu will say
how are the dead raised, and with what bodies shall they come forth":'
and therefore he saith, awake and live righteously, aud sin not, for
some have not the knowledge of God, I speak this to your shame.
Therefore .see, is not this your condition,.that.make such awoi'k about
the body of Christ, and with what bodies people shall be-raised up;
and tlie Apostle saith to such, "thou fool, that which thou sowcst is
not quickened except it die, aud that which thou sowest,/thou so-a-est
not that body that shall be." So he tells here plainly is the same,
and calls thee a fool that questiouest if thou sowest wheat or other
corn, let the husbandman answer thee in th is.
Further the Apostle tells thee, "God giveth it a body as pleasetk
him, and to evei'y seed its own body." And therefore people are to
wait ui)on and trust in God to give it a body as pleaseth him; aud
the Apostle tells "thee, there fire also Heavenly bo'dies/ and there are
Eixrthly bodies, but the glory of the Heavenly is one, and the "glory
of the Earthly is another, so also, is the resurrection of the body.
(Mark! i^eople, can ye retid herfe?) He further tolls you, it is sown
in corruption, it is raised in incorruption. And of the Heavenly bod
ies and Earthly bodies, this Heavenly is not Eafthly, Is iff It is
\
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sown a Natural body, and raised a Spiritual body, and there is a
Natural body, and there is a Spiritual body. So, is natural spiritual?
As it is also -written, the first man was made a living soul, and the
t^ a Qumkening Spirit, to wit, Christ. Mark! made a quickeningbpmt. How-be-it that was not first made, which is Spiritual, butthat which 18 natural, and afterward that which is Spiritual. Canno ye rea t is? Are not ye awake? Doth not the Apostle bid you
wa e, that ye may read and see? The first man is of the earth,
Heaviii' i'l man,) tbe eecond man is the Lold fromaven.Mark! the second man, tevrit, Christ.
Heal" h!,matt,rs" Wm ""i ""Z
W h e r e I w l " t h e m b o t h t h e n a m e h u m a n s ' ^
t h e S c r i n h ^ w i t h a l ? N o t f r o mAad t tT by -names ,
oarthlv i! as is the earthly, so such are thel-e-enw tl; »•"' »""»■ ^as we haU ho heavenly, like itself again; and
image of th image of the earthly, Mark! so shall we bear tiiemore plain words^ "^^ "^ ^ Apostle express himself in
ihese are two of the earthly, and an iimige of the lieaveuly;
'oight the Apostl^ '^ Tm ®^ '^ thly and heavenly: so well
earthly, a 7 1^°" ^or an Heavenly image is wot m
earthly. So thou f ^® nor an Heavenly body anbody that shall h° ' '*^ i^oh thou sowest, thou sowest not that
p a g e 4 6 6 . s h a l l b e — D o c t r i n a l W o r k s ,
always in mind, nameW^ lTth negligent to put you
them, though they knew' thom ^ declared unto
long as I am in this tabernacle To ,7'"^  established in the truth; asly I must put off this my tabe'rnacle"' ?' 'Ttshowed me, 1 Pet. i. 13. 13. 14. And tT' T
know that if our earthly house of tUs taT" 1 TT' !' T
have a hnildiocr of p /I w tabernacle be dissolveda buildig f God, an house not mde with hand, eternal w e
i n
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the heavens; for in this, namely, earthly house we groan earnestly,
desiring to be clothed upon with our house that is from heaven.
So GocTs people have an house and a clothing from Heaven, when
they off the earthly tabernacle; for we that are in this earthly
tabernacle do groan, being burtheued, not for that we would be un
clothed, but clothed upon, that mortality might be swallowed up in
life, 2 Cor. v. 1. 3. 4.
Here you may see what the spiritual groaning was for, for an house
and clothing from heaven, and that mortality might be swallowed up
of life, and so to be ever with the Lord. And here you may see how
Christ is the Resurrection and the Life; and in the resurrection the
vile body is changed like unto hi.s glorious body; and in the resurrec
tion they are Spiritual, and Mortal puts on immortality, and cor
ruptible puts on incorruptiou; and so as we have borne the image ofthe earthly, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly; as the
Apostle saith, there are earthly bodies, and there are heavenly bodies-
the glory of the earthly is one, and the glory of the heavenly is an
other; there is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body, the nat
ural body may be seen with the natural eye, but the Spiritual body
■must be seen with the Spiritual eye.—Doctrinal Works, page 947.
!
OJy THE RBSUKRECTIO'S'
OF; DEAD 'BODIES,
B y W I L E I A M P E N N ,
First reply to John Faj.do. •
C H A P T E R I I I .
Jonx Ealdo aflirm,?, tlmt George IVliitelieail should say, being
prcss-scd iu the.rnajtter, that Iw did not Ulkve hk body t^ hould rise
cujain after its decdk which lie can prove by many wifcnes.scs.A\ illiam Peon's reply—I know not if George Whitehead did .so
express himself; but I see, every expression rnn.st be tre;i.surcd up to
defend a decrqpjt. cause: .trntli stands in no need bf such watchings,
that would make a man an offender for a word. But ickal if he did
say .w, and I should second Inm, would it follow that we deny a res-unection. I am sure I will deny all such consequences. Doth not
the Apostle say e.xpressly, 1 Cor. xv. 36. 37. Thou fool—thou sowest
no y shall te. Is Scripture grown into such mean re-
qiies iM 1. . a do; m- doth his rage against the Quaker.s so trans-
por iim, la le knows not Scripture, wiieu he meets it from a
Quaker.''But says oiu adversaiy, upon a like place, and to this purpose,
(p. 139.) 1 Jz. We shal al be changed: I would ask, if they would becontent to be refmsed their debts, if contracted before Quaker.s, and
demanded when Quakers; I suppose they would believe that the
change in ^  pei-sou is not the change o/a person, and that thev are
the same still to whom the money was and is due." But how clever
soever any may think this Simile, we willprove it lame and defective;
for the change was not of the body any further, than as the soul
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1 governed itafter a new way of livng. I cannot think that J.Paldowill dare to say, that a man's body is rendered ever tlie less corruptible by any the best change the soul can make in this world.The question is about what that change must be which makes a cor-
I ruptible an incorruptible body? I mean-not by corrupt, sinful, butthat gross elementary matter whieh is subject to those impressions,
influences, mutations, and passions which we see all sublunary bodies
(^  are subject to. Eitlier the resurrection of the body must be withoutthat matter, or it must not? If it must, then is it not that same
j numerical body; and so, their proper and strict taking of the word
resurrection, they must let go. If it must not be without that same
gross matter it died with, then I affirm, it cannot be incorruptible,
because it will carry with it that which will render it corruptible ad
infini tum.
And what can be more unreasonable, than that bodies compound
ed of this elementary world, which, says our Adversary shall and
niust by nature have an end, should out-live their own matter, and
which is more, never end; I say, we canuot see how that which is of
dust should be eternal, whilst that from whence it came, is by nature
Ij but temporal. And that which is yet most of aU irreconcilablewith Scripture and right reason, is, that the loss and change of na
ture from corruptible to incorruptible, natural to spiritual, should
not make in another body. In vain do such dispute against the
popish transubstantiation as an absurd and impossible thing, who
themselves are guilty in a case of the like nature. The Romanists
affirm a change in the sacrament, though our senses tell us it is the
same thing that ever it was.
Our Adversaries in the point of the resurrection boldly aflflrm, that
. it is the same bodj', and yet transubstantiated from natural to spirit
ual, or changed from what it was, to something it never was. For
part, I tliink the last and not less impertinent, and the former
more expressly spiritual—William Penn's Worh;, Vol. ii. p. 298.
(Second reply of John Faldo.)
Argument of John Faldo If God be Omnipotent, which he is, orhe is not God, he is able as the Apostle speaks to subdue al things,
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ty i nature!^^^^ works he answers al cavDs from in possibil-
nor was'it s^ m^? question was not about God's Power;'is not by nature P r^t of the question; but whether matter"ature Ly t bv ^ ^at which is corruptible by
prove his carnal r incorruptible. This Scripture he urges toBtantiation, 71: "r' well prove the popish transub-is but saying all nw ^  unreasonable conceit in the world; for it
subdue all thincrg ^ ssible with God, and God is able torate of arguino-.^  •n,,f fj and the business is done at J. Faldo's
what he hath donp u t not about what God can do, butr know there al' declared he will do.
n^cy makes possible^ T??nature,, which God's Omnipo-diflFerence between im'n " -k i ' ®now tell him, there ^  nature, and cnnirariety to nature,
7^ frequently\^ ;"::7'-'lt^ ^ - wide, as though Almightynfcs contrar  to and inco '"r ^  power, yet he rarelv, if ever,
U SpmZ the natures of his own crea^
7/ i® corrnntibr"^ .'^ ^ ''Spiritual; what is material, mate-
cite / .acquits himself of' ^nt let us see how much' and in my opinion d^fi passage, which he ventures to
. Paldo7w P
"7av7^  further in this vain reasoning, andn®t, should be eternal whi! 7 that which is of the
t whence it came, is by na-cnptnre and right rl! yet most of al irreconcilable
J T ®°^™Ptible to incor°"' r change of na-make it another body » to Spiritual, should
g ven large proofs in my book +' according to Scripture I haveso how unreasonable it is to cll^ r.'"® '^ hich he replieth, as al-
6 same natural body. ^ ^ msurrection, wliich is not of
?"es8 how well I,the strength he hath employed >n »r, P,mved it in his first book by
let all sober men judge if this renlv *^ he second. But
answer; yet he promised he would anslef^ '®'^er my arguments. For the
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Sci'ipture, it is clear, that "corruption shall not inherit incorruption;
neither can flesh and blood inherit the kingdom of God," 1 Cor. '•S:v.
50. Thus Annota cert. Div. Anno 1745, upon the place; and if He
will know the trm resnrrection let him learn to nnderstaiid this
weighty passage: "for we know, that if our earthly house of this tab
ernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made
with hand8,Eternal in the heavens," 2 Cor. v. 1. And I cannot but
wonder; my Adversary'smnderstanding should »be so benighted, as
that contrary to express Scripture, he should assert a resurrection of
the saine body that is buried, properly and strictly so; the Apostle
teaches us to believe that it is not that same body that is sown that
shall be; for though we shall be changed from mortality to immor
tality, corruption to incorruption, 2 Cor. v. 1, and 1 Cor. xv. 37. 50,
yet men's bodies of flesh and blood shall not inherit the kingdom of
God, for the word resurrection doth not strictly imply a tahing up
of the same numerical body, as he would have us believe from his
new found ralative IT, (first book, 2d part, p. 103.) for which Besa
shall give him a release both from the Latin and the original Greek
there being no word in either for his relative IT, on which he and
his factious Brother Hicks have so relatively insisted; indeed as
their last and best refuge. Tlie text lyeth thus:
Speiratai soma psuchikon egeiratai soma pneumatikon. Seritur
corpus animale, resuscitatur corpus spirituale, i. e. A natu
ral body is sown, a spiritual body is raised; that is. They lay down ,
a natural, and take up a Spiritual body, or in lieu of a natural, re
ceive a Spiritual body, or that admitting of such an" exchange, that
the Spiritual is the same numerical body, that was the natural; for
so the natural and Spiritual body would be one and the same; but
suppose J. Faldo's relative IT to hold, I do utterly deny that this
text is concerned in the resurrection of man^s carnal body at all. I
will recite it with the five following verses as they lie in our English
Tr a n s l a t i o n .
" It is sown a natural body, it is raised a Spiritual body; there is
a natural body, and there is a Spiritual body; and so it is written,
the first man Adam was made a living Soul, the last man Adam a
quickening Spirit; how-be-it, that was not first which is Spiritual,
L
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but that whicb is natural, and afterwards that which is Spiritual;
the fii-st man is of the earth earthy, the second Adam is the Lord
from Heaven; as is the earthy, so are they that are earthy; and as is
the Heavenly, so are they also which are Heavenly; and as we have
borne the image of the earthy, we sliall also bear the image of the
Heavenly, 1 Cor. xv. 44 to 49. I say this doth not concern theresurrection of cars"\l bodies but the two states of men under the
first and secotrd Adam, rrmn are soion into the world naturaly, andso tlmy are the sons of the first Adam; but they are raised spiritial-
j^.t rough him who is the resurrection aud the life, and so they aree sons of the second Adam, the Lord from Heaven, the quickening
ful very words of the Apostle undeniablv prove this to be
being made a living soul,
prove Adam a quickening Spirit, be -a pertinent instance toural was thTfi "f bodies; upon which follows, that the nat-
itual whieb +1' ^  ^ t^ Adam,aud then that which is Spir-
Heaven wbn ^  Adam, the quickening spirit, the I^ ord fromd e a d t o ' h i s A d a m , f r o m t h e i rving, heir natural to his spiritual estate.
is of tli^ earib^  objected, that the 47th verse, the first man
the ima<Te of thT'"TT^' verse, we shall also bear
let the wbnlo ,r seem to imply a bodily resurrection; but4^ The S rr' ^0 SUCH XHIKG.
fromheaven- wh ° earth earthy, the second man is the Lord
eduess, than o f spoken o f the ear thy-mind-
It was mentioned to show
first and second Adam^ - "ature and qualification of theoutof doubt, asistheeartV interpretation
. - . u o . "
canZt •ZlZXZyZlZflZZZTZ"'
Rnmi^Q ^ io the resur rec t ion o f the ca rna l
th h '.K*" is a RENEWED STATE ioaod oug  the operation of the Spirit and Power of Christ, the'
first part of the verse clears it; and », we have borne the image of
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the heavenly, as Ambrose and Theophylact read it, and six or seven
Copies besides have it which is as much as to say, that as we haveborne the image of the God of this world, by becoming his children,
®o may we bear the image of the true and living God, by being re
deemed from a vain conversation, having our consciences sprinkled
from dead works, and beiug born again of the incorruptible seed, by
the Word of God, which lives aud abides for ever. If it be objected,
that Adam is not mentioned as degenerated, but as created, and
therefore this interpretation will not do. I answer; it is true, he is
S'lid to be made a living Soul; but first this makes not for the resur-
J"ection of dead bodies, and so far our adversary gets no strength.
Secondly; though the Apostle begins with the first Adam's creationyet he orderly comes to the earthly image, that the living Soul put
on by disobedience, wiiich introduccth the necessity of tiie coming of
the second Adam, and his quickening Spirit to create anew, and
hiing into the image of God. So there is Adam, as sown, and his
prosterity representatively in him, and his and their lapse, and thenthe restoration by him that is the resurrection aud the life, the sec
ond Adam, the Lord from heaven however. Had this concerned the
resurrection in our adversai-y's sense, the image would be changed
wholly, accidents would not serve his turn, therefore not the same
image, unless the earthly could be the heavenly image, which were im- •
possible; for we should loose our earthly bodies, at what time we be
come the image of the heavenly, in this world, if this conceit had any
truth in it, and if of the other, they to be sure must never enter; for
another takes place: but as it was never understood so by any that I
know of, but evermore of that earthly image, which came by trans
gression, and the heavenly image that comes in obeying the truth bythe Spirit, according to what the Apostle saith, Col. iii. 8. 9. 10.
"But now you also put off all these; anger, wrath, blasphemy, filthy
communication,out of your mouths, lie notone to another; seeing youhave put off the old man with his deeds, and have put on the new
man, which is renewed in knowledge after the image of him that
created him:" so until the natural man that is sown, comes to die to
his own image, will and affections, he can never be quickened into
this glorious image of the second Adam, the quickening Spirit, who
^4. - f ^
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is the Ijord from heaven. But suppose it vcere to be understood
rather of bodies than souls, the text may be as well translated aliving
■as a natural Udy is sown; yea rather so,for the word isnof^ psusickon
but-psuchikon, or animate, that imports as much as a Soul's Body,and such an one, I dare say, J. Faldo would not be willing to sow,
except he had a mind to be buried alive, so Clarius both translatesit, and interprets it, Corpus animale accipiendum est, cut anima vitam
prestat ne intereat. i. c. A souly or living body is that, to whom the
soul gives life that it doth not die.
But to go further; suppose the Apostle treated of a natural change,and not of the spiritual state of the soul in this life, yet can it
farther than this; when good men lay down thisea y house, or tabernacle of clay, the image that came to us from
n we shall be clothed upon of immortality, received intoie I that is eternal, in the heavens, and be made like unto
18 g orious body, 2 Cor. v. i, Philip, h. 21. We sow a natural, we
we sow not that bodv which shall be; but, Godgiveth It a body as pleaseth him, 1 Cor. xv. 37. 38.
with+v!'^  paraleled my adversary's chajige yet sameness, of bodies
tjaai *■ ^ transubstantiation, showing that the absurdity Pro-
^^qnally chargeable upon that; only withIS inction, that the Papists deny it to continue a wafer after
■ a s s e r t s , t h e s p i r i t u a l b o d y t o b e t h e
arTm body after mutation, which is a-kind of a consnbstanti-
b w'l ridicjilous: but of this he took no notice, and
lb ^  '^ ^hings unanswerable are better unmeddled with
i-u confuted; he knows who passed for wise men byho dmg the.r tongues; I wish that ere his gratest fault.
wi cone u e this head with a few testimonies of defense of what
we ave sai of J. PaJdo's carnal resurrection, referring my reader to
my c ap is o the resurrection both against him in »zy Answer and
my 00 against T. Hicks, entitled Reason against flailing, and par-turn ar y the second part of a discourse that we hope wil suddenly
be published called The Christian QuaJcer, for his fuller satisfaction
of our Spiritual Judgment, and our adversary's fleshly apprehension
conoeming the resurrection.
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H. More, Mystery of God, page 321, 224, 225.
Dr. H. More, the Cantabrigian Philosopher, begins his discourse of
the resurrection with this censure of J. Faldo's. " We come now to
the second particular propounded. The Restirrection of the Dead,
which I dare say the Atheist will listen to, with more than ordinary
attention, and greedily suck in the doctrine, provided it be stated
with the most curious circumstances that the rigidest of theologers
will describe it by, that we shall have the same numerical bodies, in
which we lived here on earth, and that those very
hemg turned aside,) shall start out of the grave. This doctrineA\\eiatheist very dearly higs, as a pledge in his bold conceit of the false
ness and vanity of all the other articles of religion; wheiefoie e
fancying the upshot of Christianity to be so groundless and inciedib.e,.he fairly quits himself of the trouble of all, and j-ields himself up
wholly to the pleasures of the world." ^' To'the objection of Athiests, who play hard upon J. Faldo's caroai
r e s u r r e c t i o n .
"First, In that canibals proper bodies are made up of the flesh of
other men, so as if every one had his own, he would ha^ C ueici a
body in the resurrection."" Secondly, That it implies that all men are buried, when as myr
iads are drowned in the sea, and eaten by fishes."" Thirdly, That men's bodies are passing like rivers, consequently
no more the same numerical bodies, than the Water that runs awaj is
the same river; and upon this score the body of an old man must
pay for the sins of a young man, whose youthful body felt the pleas
ure, and is gone."
"Pie thus answers out of the best sort of Philosophers, that the soul
of every man is his individual person, and that she alone it is that
sees, hears, enjoys pleasures, and undergoes pain, and that the body
is not sensible of anj' thing, no more than a man's doublet, when he
is well bastinod'd; and this answer, (says he,) takes away all the
first and last cavil (he goes on) and why do men plead for thecow-so-
ciation of the soul's numerical body in reward or punishment, but
that they fancy the body capable of pleasure or pain; but they err.
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not knowing the nature of things; the body being utterly incapable
of all sense and cogitation, as not only the best Platonists, but also
at excellent philosopher Des-Cartes hath determined, and is abund
antly demonstrated in my treatise on the immortality of the soul,
see oo 2. Chap. h. 4. 5. g. To tlie second cavil I answer, that the
uni\er..a expression of men^ a rising out of (Jie grave, is butaprophet-
ica sc erne of speech the more strongly to strike our senses, us I
have already intimated in my expression on 1 Cor. xv. against the
sychopannachites. See book 1 c. 6. §. 3. This succor, saith hea\e against the Atheists out of philosophy; but I answer fartherM conceming the Scripture itself, that I dare challenge Mm to pro-
uce any place of Scripture, out of which he can make it appear that
^ resurrection implies the resuscitation or raising up
wh" u numerical body: the most pregnant of all is Job xix.^ ^  interprets are now so wise, as not to understand at all of
s e r f - ^ ^ ' l a t c h a p t e r i s s o f a r f r o m a s -rting this curiosity, that it plainly says it is not the same body.^ 1- hang oil, and object fartlier, that the very term
th / implies that the same body shall rise again; for that o)ilytnt 1- said properly to rise again. Where let the readere notice, that D. More calls Jolm Fullo, Atheist, for it his objec-
ns against me, Eep. p. 89 William Penn's Work, Vol ii. p- 437.
— O F —
Resurrection and Rewards,
B y W I L L I A M P E N N .
Reply to Tnojus Hicks.
C H A P T E R I V .
The last doctrine he insinuates our denial of, is that of the res
urrection from the dead. That which he brings under the Quaker
name, as a sufficient proof for that suggestion, I shall relate, that
every impartial reader may be satisfied of the man's inconsistency
with sound doctrine, as well as the common justice of doing as he
would be done by.
In answer to his questions about the resurrection of the same car
nal body that dies, he brings in G. Whitehead thus:
Q. Is it not written, thou fool, that which thou sowest is not the
body which shall be, but God gives a body as pleaseth him 'i
Thus (saith Thomas Ilicks) Whitehead replied; and G. Pox the
younger speaks to the same purpose. To fools that say this body
of natural flesh and bones shall rise; I say, the body which is sown,
is not the body which shall be. I query, saith he, whether both these
persons do not tacitly deny the resurrection of the body?
Now that T. H. has .shown himself at once dishonest and errone
ous too; let it be observed that from our denial oj the resurrection of
the sarne naturalJleshly body, he absolutely infers and concludes, our
denial of the resurrection of the body, in any sense; which is great
injustice to any adversary. Let it be well observed, that he makes
the Scripture itself to deny the resurrection, and so heterodox, by
ili
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accounting G. ■\VlnteliGad and G. Fox tlicir answers in Scripture laii-
page, to be a denial of tlie resurrection; for if T. Kicks does notintend by his arguing, that the same body that died, witliout a niu-
ation, sliall rise again, what makes him to rpiarrel witli the apostlei aid's saying, thou fool, tliat which tliou sowest, is not the body which
shal be; and repute us heretics for believing him?
Certainly his gross l/ehef of the resurrection is inconsistent withfecnpture, reason, and the belief of al men right in their wits in thepoint. How can he have the confidence to call the Scripture his
mle, and yet contradict it so egregiously, as wlien the apostle tells
ii^ s. It IS not tiie same body that is sown, that shall be, to assert tliat
usame body, and that who say the contraiy, denies the rcs-eo ion f the dead nd eternal recomiiense? In short, we do ac-
^ now edge a resurrection in order to eternal reconipenso, and thati t^! l^ i f contented with what body
e n r - ^ ^ " o t s u c l i f o o l s a s t oinousiy enquire mud? so we forever deny the gross conceits of• h and his adherents concerning the resurrection.
f o 1 r l i P l i e v e , t h a t t h e a p o s t l e s a i d , t h o uo o lirn that denied, and no to im that wned the resurrecti n;
wfi lis if we refuse to credit him; for it was not
gh^^ ii'itli its own body, or that bodiesbod^^ tliat for granted, the question was, what
and'?- ^
the T ni'i' not, with us, satisfied to leave all with
fore intrude, and query, what bodies shall rise? Where-
l^lnin, thou fool, (Thomas
P f 7 sowest is not the body that shall be.^"ithout reason; Jor, says he, if the iifn the• ' e no le same hody, how can that he called a resurrection; for
mat supposeth the seme 9
A. If a thing can yet be the same, and notwithstanding changed,lor shame let us never make so much stir against the doctrine of
tiansubstantiation, for the absurdUy of that is rather out-done than
equaled, by this cariial resurrectmi.
Fire papists say, that the bread and wine after consecration are
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very Ghrist, though the accidents remain. Thomas Hicks, aud ahuii-
daiice of that sort of men, liold that man's hody in the resurrection
is the same wdth that carnal body buried, and yet that it is changed
to a sjiiritnal body. How is it possible that it should be the saine,
and 7iot the same? How that body, and yet, as the apostle says, thou
sowest not that body that shall be, is very hard to reconcile.
And truly that which is yet very strange, those tliixie Scriptures
peculiarly cited in defense of his GROSS coxceit of tlic resurrection,
are either relative of another matter, or directly opposite to aud in
consistent with his assertion.
C A R N A L B O D I E S N O T R A I S E D .
And this mortal shall i)ut on immortality, this corruptible shall
put on incorruption 1 Cor. xv. 53.
I grant that this implies a change; but I deny, that it so much as
intimates, that men shall rise with those very cffra«Z JofZ/es that were
buried. No, the apostle not only tells us, tliat the body sown is not
the body that shall be, but that flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God, ver. 50. If the flesh aud blood be transmuted, or
changed into no flesh aud blood, I queiy, (and I think I may do it
safely too) whether it bo the same flesh and blood that is changed
into no flesh and blood, that is the body raised? 0 absurd, dark
and carnal man.
Nor am I afraid to toll him, that the Scripture cannot rational
ly be taken strictly as translated (neither ought many more) for
there are certain figures, modes, and ways proper to that language,
in which this epistle was written, which are to be understood with
allowances, for how can the mortal (taken for mortality, and nothim who in jiart is mortal) put on immortality; can mortality be
clothed with immortality? Then it seems that mortahty-is the per
son, and immortality the garment. K T. Hicks should tell me, no,
it is meant that the mortal body should be changed into an immortal
body, it follows that ho is gone from the letter of the text into an
interpretation, as well as that it contradicts his absurd identity or
sameiiess of body. If so, it is as lawful for me (and more, if in the
right) to construe it thus, that we who are mortals, respecting our
1
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iodies, put off the mortalpiart, and put on instead thereof immortality.,
suitable to that weighty passage of the apostle Paul.—2 Gov. v. 1.
For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle wore clis-
solverl, we have a building of God, an house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens, which as directly concludes tlie change, not
of accidents, but bodies, from an earthly liouse or tabernacle, to an
heavenly house or building as ever any thing can he spoken of by
men or angels.
Po conclude: since mortality cannot properly put on immortality,
but man that is clothed mith mortality may 2mt off, or exchange mor
tality for immortality, for otherwise, mortality would have immor-
tality for its garment; a thing impossible and absurd; I do infer
this place yi(^ ds no strength at all to T. Ilicks's gross appre-
hensmn of the resuiTection.His next Scripture is that in the Eomans, but if the Sjurit of himla raised up Jesus from the dead dwel in you, he that raised up
Hist from the dead sliall also quicken your mortal bodies by His
Spmtthatdwellethinyou.
trea^ ' nothing to T. IPs purpose in the least; for the apostle^ a s not here of the resurrection of dead carnal bodies in our adver-' lies sense, as the whole chapter seriously proves; but of the inward
foTtl Spirit, in order to the making man's body a fit templeGhost to dwell in, as he wrote to the Corinthians,
tlie Pi brings, is out of the epistle of Paul, written tog th^" change our vile bodies: upon which he
bod' be meant of a new created body, because such acannot be said to be either vile or changed.
vile b "^ nkes this for his conceiti' Surely nothing: for if the■ e 0 y be changed, then it is not that vile body; therefore not the
"^guin, to say that Scripture cannot be meant of a newel ea e body, because such an one cannot be said to be either vile or
C langed, makes much against him; for it is to say, that the body
t lat shal be, is vile, else -what means his saying, because such a body
cannot be said to be (not to have been) either vile or changed,
riiough the body that shall be, may not be said to be either vile or
changed, yet it may be given of God in lieu of a vile body, and so
(
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the vile body changed for one that is glorious. It was either ignorant-
ly or sophistically done in T. Hicks, to imply, that body that shall
be, could not be said to be changed, since the change lies on the side
of the vile body, that is exchanged for a more glorious body: there
fore all along wo must cpnclude, it is not the same, but another body.
Hut how disingenuous is T. Hicks, to repute G. W's answer in the
apostle's words, a pressing the metaphor too far, and yet by so do
ing, runs himself into this dark fmagination of a fleshly resurrection.
Bat T. Hicks thinks, the joys of heaven imperfect? else.
Is the joy of the ancients now in glory, imperfect ? Or are they in
heaven but by halves? If it be so unequitable that the body which
hath suffered should not jiartakc of the joys celestial; is it not in
measure unequal, that the soul should be I'ewarded so long before the
body ?
This principle brings to the mortality of the soul, held by many
Baptists, or I am mistaken: But wiiy must the felicity of the soul
depend upon that of the body ? Is it not to make the soul a kind of
widow, and so in a state of mourning and disconsolation, to be with
out its beloved body? Which state is but a sort of purgatory.
What made the apostle willing to be absent from the body, that
he might bo jjresent with the Lord, 2Goi'. v. 8. 9. if such a dissolu
tion brought sadness instead of joy, as our adversaries in the point of
the resurrection suggest, if not boldly affirm ? In short, if the com
plete happiness of the soul rests in a re-union to a carnal body, for
such it is sown, then never cry out upon the Turks Alcoran; for such
an heaven, and the joys of it, suit admirably well with such a resur
rection. The reasons I have to give against this barbarous conceit, I
t h u s c o n t r a c t .
Because that the scripture speaks of a dissolution, and no resur
rection of that which is dissolved, being earthly, and unfit for a celes
tial paradise; and therefore holds forth a building of God, an house
e t e r n a l i n t h e h e a v e n s .
If the body be the same, it must have the same nature, otherwise
not the suine body, but if it have the same nature, it will be corrup-
ible still: mortal seeds bring forth mortal natures, not immortal; neith
er can mortal be immortal, and yet the same nature as befbre, for
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that change made, tell me, wliat remains of the old carllthj hodtj?
It makes the soul uiicapable of complete happiness without
a Jlenlihj body, as if heaven were an earthly place to sec, walk in,
and for all our outward senses to be enjoyed and exercised, as in this
world, though in an higher degree; which I call Maliometmn: Forwhat spiritual happiness the body now can have, respecting God, is
derived through the soul ^  the body, and not through the body to
the soul. Besides, if so great a change or alteration pass upon the
body,how IS it that carnal and sensible body that suffered i" And howcan that same body be equaly sensible of celestial delights i' Fort e flesh and blood that suffered, is not to enter God\ Idnydonv, and
that very same carnal body en^  which sustained any part ofe riju ations, the great knot is broken, and our adversary's strong-'es , 1 not only plea, is rendered invalid; for {/" the same natural
body, parts a^,id senses, comstincj of living flesh, blood and bones, that
ere an led, rise not, another is .given in which the children of
suffered in the flesh, have their rccomiiense:
us they died, then every man is to rise
ow, high, fat, lean, young, old, homely, handsome, and accor-ng to former complexion and sex; and which is yet more inreason-
uncorruptible, immortal, spiritual, fashionedirist s gloiious body, and as the angels of God. Jlay our ad-
sary blush at these dark imaginations but here touched upon, be-au.,e mojc largely handled elsewhere, only I can but signify, that tlissor o resurrection pleaded for, is renowned by some Baptists, and
Beijal other more clear-sighted professors.f .°\ ^  ^ usurrection we believe, and of bodies too, unto0 eina i e. I\ hat they shal not b , I h ve briefly said and proved;
wnat they shal be we leave with God, who wil give every one a body
'^^ uu fool belongs to the unnecessary niedlor.—William Penn's TFor/l-s, Vol. II. page 543.
(Reply to the Bishop of Coik.)I shal now attend his only necessary point of eight,that ho thought
fit to mention, which, he says, we either suppress, or wave, viz. the
resuirection of the dead; I confess I did not think that any body
would have been so uncharitable to us, after our acknowledging the
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future state of the just and unjust, since that implies it, and every
medium to it. However I will attend what the bishop urges for proof
of what we don't deny, but always must the slander of doing so, 1
will, says he, only mind jmu of two passages out of the Scriiiture of
of truth, 1 Cor. xv. 16. 17. If the dead rise not, your faith is vain,
you are yet in your sins. Hence it appears, says the Bishop, all oth
er jioints of faith are in vain, if this be not true. And so say I, as
well as the Bishop, and shall always say as he says, while he says no
more than the text says; for who can think, that allows himself to
think, that we should not believe an immortality, who have exposed
ourselves, and suffered so much, that we may obtain an happy one.
But the cpiestion is not whether the dead rise, but with whatbodiesf
For if the dead rise not, then may we say with the apostle, verse 19.
in the same chapter, we are of all men most miserable. So that the
resurrection of the dead is out of all dispute with us; hut with what
body, will, I believe, bo one, till the dead rise.
Here it is we are cautious, and tread softly; remembering what the
apostle says to the curious and inquisitive upon this head, ver. 35.
36. 37. 38. But some man will say, how are the dead raised up, and
with what bodies do they come 7 Thou fool, thou sowest not that
body which shall be, but bare grain. But God giveth it a body as it
hath pleased him, and to every seed his own body. Here is the
ground of our caution, which the Bishoji is pleased to call suppress
ing, and others denying of the resurrection. We have indeed been
negative to the gross conceit of people concerning the rising of this
carnal body we carry about us, which better agrees with the Alcoran
of Mahomet, than the gospel of Christ. But that there is a resurrec
tion of the just and unjust to rewards and punishments, wo have ev
er believed. And indeed we cannot but wonder that any should be
displeased with us, for being pleased with that which God is pleased
to give us. Bodies we shall have, but not the same says the apostle,
and so believes the Quaker; hut God giveth every one a body as pleas-
eth him, and that pleaseth us,whoever it displeaseth; for we had rath
er be called fools ten times by the Bishop, than once by the apostle,
which we think we should deserve, if we should dare to stretch the
text, or presume to define the secret.—Penn's IFor/ts, page 896.
T H E -
Answer TO Thomas Hicks,
AND HIS BRETHREN.
A U O U X —
R E S U R R E C T I O N
His Absurdity, Confusion and Carnal Conceits
about it Discovered. The Resurrection owned by us,
and Spirituality Asserted; with the future and
distinct existences of men and angels; and
the eternal advantage of the Righteous
a f t e r D i s s o l u t i o n .
B y G E O R G E W H I T E H E A D .
Joli. xi. 25. Jesus said, I am the liesiirrectioii and the Life, &c.
1 Cor. XV, 38. God giveth a body at his pleasure.
Ver. 4-1, Tlicre is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body.
Tim, ii, 23. But put away foolish and unlearned cpiestions.
E N D O R S E M E K T .
B y W I L L I A M P E N N a n d R O B E R T B A R C L A Y ,
The following essays on the resurrection are taken from an an
cient work, published Jointly by "William Penn and George "White
head, entitled " The Christian Quaker, and his divine Testimony
Vindicated." This "Work was issued from the press, with i)reface
dated, Eickmersworth, the 16th of 10th month, 1074, and signed by
"William Penn and George Whitehead.
The circumstances under which these.essays were first published*,
the well-known reputation and standing of William Penn and George
Whitehead as representative early Friends; the fact that they arc
the most extensive publication of early Friends on the subject of the
resurrection, added to the following endorsements, give these essays
an authority as a statement of the original views of Friends on the
subject of the resurrection, wliicli attaches to no otlier publication of
the early Friends.
In the chapter on the Resurrection of Dead Bodies, by William
Penn, on page 18, after referring the reader for further informationto his chapters on the resurrection, in his other essays, Wiliam Penn
particutarly the second part oi a, (Wbcouvsq that we hopewil suddenly be published, caled The Christian Quaker, for his ful
ler satisfaction of our spiritual judgment and our adversary's tleshly
apprehension concerning the resurrection."But the most conclusive evidence that they were regarded assound and reliable statements of the spiritual views ofjgFriends on
this doctrine, is furnished by the following extracts from Kobert
Barclay's Works, page 879.In his Apology, Vindicated against the attack of John Brown, Bar-
c ay us refers to, and rceomniends The Christian Quaker as a
statement of the "full belief" of Friends on this doctrine.
"And lastly of our full belief of future states, and of the resur
rection, he may find a large account in a book, called The Christian
Quaker and his Divine Testimony Vindicated, by Wiliam Penn and
George Whitehead, printed in the year 1674, from page 146 of the
second part to the end."
(30;
P R E F A C E .
Si i la ro lTS Reader :
Our opposer appearing altogether utterly void of any Spirit-
nal sense or divine understanding in this great and sublime mystely
of the resurrection, his work is the less to be regarded; and we hav
ing very little of so much as seeming argumentation from him, Ineed say the less to his Work; only take notice of a few of his ab
surdities and abuses. What further, as is opened in the discour..e
folowing, is chiefly for the sake of others more honest and free from
prejudice, and in oixler to incline them from gross conceptions,untoa .spiritual apprehension of this mystery, and that they may be mind
ful of their present concernment, of acceptance with God m his oivn
life and righteousness, and not be diverted from obtaining the end
and future felicity of the righteous, by uncertain, vain and gross
thoughts and notions of carnal minds, which are but depending upon their own inaginations of a future state, and not upon a divine
principle, or spiritual understanding thereof.
God is my record, that it is a spiritual eye, and divine understand
ing, that I desire may be opened in these weighty matters treated on;for which end in the sight of God, I am open and free in my spirit
in what I write on this occasion; which I desire to improve only foi
the glory of God and good of souls.
(31)
THE ANSWER TO THOMAS HICKS
A B O U T T H E R E S U R R E C T I O N .
C H A P T E R V .
Thomas Hicks accuses us from wliafc one Turner should say; but
answers not what he said, or his argument. He accirsetli us in gen
eral words, which manifest denial of tlie resurrection of the body.
For which his instance is our saying, tliat flesh and blood shall not
inherit the kingdom of God.
Observe hence, that 'tis no marvel that he reviles and slanders us,and thinks we have some reserved meaning, like the Jesuitical equiv
ocation; p. 56. when he hath accused us fdr making use of the apos-t es plain words, which he hath not answered; would it be well taken
1 he should positively say, that the apostle denied the resurrection,
w en he saith, flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God,
or. XV. 50. Its one thing to deny men's carnal gross thought,a out the seed, resurrection and body; and it is another thing whol-
y to deny the resurrection of the body in those general expressions,e pretends to desire information wliat the body is we believe shall
arise again; when before ho positively accused us with manifest de
nial of the resurrection of the body, that is, of any body, if he meant
as his words import.
And here again he is obtruding upon us that fools question, whicli
the apostle reproved, when in answer thereto he said, thou fool, that
which thou sowest is not quickened except it die; and thou so west
not that body which shall be; but God gives it a body as it pleasetli
him. 1 Cor. xv. 35. 36. 37. 38.
For which again he queries, whether we do not tacitly deny tlio
(33)
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resurrection of the body ? for all this man's pretense of Scripture be
ing his rule, lie is not content with the Scripture language, not j'et
willing to resign up himself to the pleasure of God, in giving to ev
ery seed its own bod\', as it pleasetli him. : .
But such busy intruders will be inquisitive concerning the man
ner of God's executing His jilcasure in this thing; whereas men's pres
ent concern should be rather to wait, to know, and submit to the
good pleasure of God in this life, and to find a Jiart in Christ Jesus,
who is the resurrection and the life, that they might bo assured of
the good eifect and fruits of God's good pleasure hereafter.
For it is a design of satan to busy and puzzle men's thoughts about
their existences in he.aven, while he keeyiS' tliem in sin and darkness,
in the way to hell; whereas if they would faithfully servo God in the
way of His grace here on earth, tliey would freely trnstHirn with the
manner how He will glorify them hereafter,
And my saying, we ought not to be curious in these matters,.to in
quire into God's secret pleasure in things beyond our capacity; nei
ther do I desire to make myself wiser than I mm; nor to appear wise
above, or besides, what is written, in this case.
Doth this argue that the divine light within is not the rule above
the Scripture, as is imjilied in his 57th page; when I confess it to
be that, that gives the true understanding of them; and to be wise ac
cording to what is written, and not to protend the Scriptures for
proof of what they prove not.
As for instance; when I am called to answer an unscriptural.ques
tion, by such as profess Scripture to be their rule; I think it most
meet to answer them in the Scripture language, which while they are
not satisfied with, they inquire but to cavil, and for advantage, as my
oioposer and some others of his abettors did. As for a more partic
ular instance, when they query about the resurrection of the body, as
desiring I would inform them, what body that is, that shall arise
again, which being the same with that wliich the apostle reirroves
for, 1 Cor. XV. 35. it deserves the same repreof for answer, verse 36.
3 7 .
Again, though I really confess the universal resurrection of the
body of mankind, or of the whole Adam; which" implieth:-^
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1 A generiil fall and death; and that they shall conic forth,some to
the res-arrcction of life, and others to the resurrection of damnation;
yet for the very phrase, namely, tlie resurrection of the body of ilesh,
I find not in Sci'ipture; but the resuri'eetiou of the dead, the
raising and arising of the dead.
Upon my answer in the apostle's very words, 1 Cor. xv. 35. the
feigned Christain saith, this answer "Whitehead said, is sutlicicnt for
such busy intruding fools, p. 57. By which he hath contradicted
what he said, before Whitehead answered in p. 54. But then he
adds, the apostle calls fools, not they that believed; but they that de
ny the resurrection of the body, persons of the same ijersuasion with
t h e Q u a k e r s i n t h i s p o i n t , p . 5 7 . '
That the Corinthians did positively deny the resuri-ection, he hath
not proved; but that some questioned, like him, how, and with what
body are the dead raisedj whose folly the apostle reproved; and
this is not Quakers persuasion thus to question, much less to deny
the resurrection in the true sense and real mystery of it; for so to
question, with what body are the dead raised, is not a question nec
essary to salvation.nor yet essential to the being of a Christian, who
knows a part in Christ, who is the resuiTection and the life.
Now come we to examine T. ll's meaning upon the text, 1 Cor.
XV. 37. 38. wherein he proceeds thus; concerning this mortal, \iz.
That the body given it, is the same for substance, the same that was
sown, only called a body given to it, because it is so changed from
its accidents of coiTuption and mortality. Thus far T. H-
What reasonable man can make sense of this piece of oratory, asto say that the body given to it, is the same for substance; like as if
he had said, this same mortal body is the same it which is given it,
or it is the same it that is sown, that is given ?7self; or the same body
for substance is given to the mortal body. What rare Rhetoric is
this ?
And to his brother Kiffin saith, that the seed that is sown, is the
same body of flesh, which shal arise, though otherwise qualified,
if so what is the body that Ood giveth to it, as it pleaseth Him, for
if it be looked upon in the nature of a seed, it must be supposed that
it is another body, that is given unto it, as is to evei7 seed sown, ac-
cording to its kind; for it is a plain nonsense to say, that that which
is sown, is the same body that is given to it.Besides, that which is not quickened except it die, which m. y
spoken of every kind of seed, that hath life in it first, doth not die
before it is sown, but after it is sown, as Christ saith, except a giaiof wlieat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone, but rt i >it bringeth forth much fruit; now the fruit or ear brought or i,
the proper body given to it, which is not the very same whic ^  ^
sown ill the earth. But I pray, how holds this dying after^  soim,^
with these men's fleshly opinion of the carnal body m the ®
ing the seed, for that being dead before, doth not die after it is bur
ied; neitlier do these men intend to be buried alive.And seeing evei'y seed hatli its own proper body, w la y
be proper to the terrestrial bodies, which if every one of them musebe looked upon as the seed, to have each a proper body given, wia
a plurality of bodies must there be besides what are,- and will it nor
amount to this, that every man shall not only have these yevjtei-
restrial bodies, but each a body besides, and so every man two o les,
and thoseof the same substance that these are now,terrestnal or carnal.
He cites, Phil. iii. 31. thus, he shall change our vile bodies. Herein he mis-cites and perverts tlie phrase; for it is not bodies m the
plural, but body in the singular; and it is to be read thus fmni i®Greek, He shall change the body of our lowness, that it may be fasli-
ioned or transfigured like unto His glorious body. • xi
But doth not this evidently make against him; considering thatClirist's glox'ioLis body is not a carnal, terrestrial or eaitlily body, but
a spiritual, transcendent, glorious body. And the changing of our
low body, ill fashion to be like His, implieth not the same terrestrial
or carnal bodies, or to be' of this fashion and substance, as now they
are; for celestial, spiritual and glorious bodies are much different
from terrestrial, carnal and mean corruptible bodies.•' Again T. Hicks addeth from Phil. iii. 31. This cannot be meant
of a new created body; because such a body cannot be said to be
either vile or changed. If then tliis it be not the body which died,
but another, how can that be called a resurrection; for that suppos-
eth the same? If another, then it is more properly a creation of a
new body, then the resurrection of the body. p. 58.
I L
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Mark here. He is for a resurrection of the very Mime terrestrial
bodies of men, but no new creation; for tliat opposeth his thouglits
o f t he resu r rec t i on .
AVhat a strange inconsistency is it, that the self-same earthly or
carnal bodies of all should arise again after they are turned to dust
without any new creation, and yet rise comjjlete, the same they were
for substance? TVhat sewse or conyruity can be made of this?
Many thousands being dissolved, and turned to as real dust of the
earth, as man was at first formed of, how shoild living and completebodies be laised out of that dust, 'svithont creating anew iirst? But
if it cannot be anew created body, it is not the same natural, carnal,
or terreoterial body, for substance after dissolved: it is not this very
smne coriuptible flesh, blood and bones, that is given to every seedas It pleaseth God, or that shall inherit God's kingdom.
lowbeit, as to be quickened, implieth a death first; and resurrec-
lon, a fall before; and to bo changed, that there was either a vile,
corruptible suffering, or low estate before: so all that come to knowiiist in them, and the body dead because of sin, know the Spirit toe life because of righteousness: and if the Spirit of Ilim that raised
tip Jesus from the dead dwell in you, lie that raised uj) Jesus fromt e dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by His Si)irit that
dwelleth in you. Eom. viii. 10. 11. 12. 13. And this plamly' is a
quicTceniny unto riyhteo^ isness, hy the Spirit d%ceWng within, whichIS far from being a proof of T. H's opinion, though cited by him.'
And as in the first Adam is both the fall and death come over all
men, so in the second Adam, who is the resurrection and the life,
a aie made aliveycmd that unto righteousnessy wlio first come to see
the body dead because of sin, and the deeds of the body mortified,
Eom. iii. 13. or who come to know Christ, and the power of His res-
uirection and the fellowship of His sufferings,being made conforma
ble unto His death; these attain unto the resurrection of the dead.
Phil. iii. 10. 11. Such do not strive for a notion thereof, but to at
t a i n i t .
As to the manner of existences or beings of all men in the world
to come, there is no necessity for any to be taking thought or busy
ing their minds about them; it being in the jileasure and wisdom of
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God, to reserve all to their due and deserved ends in an immortal
capacity.
Our present concernment is, so to know and esteem of Christ, as
that we mav be found in Him, not only mortilied to the corruptions
of this world, through the fellowship of His sufferings and confor
mity to His death; but also interested in that blessed resurreetion,which is only attained to in Christ, who is the resurrection and the
life; that He may be magnified in our body, whether by life or
d e a t h .
To what he saith in his fifty-ninth page about the body that was
dead; about that it which is raised; about the soul and the seed of
God; the matter is answered elsewhere; yet, all that know the body
dead because of sin, having mortified the deeds of the flesh and be
ing conformable to the death of Christ, as dead with Him, shall alsobe quickened and raised up by His Spirit that dwells in them, which
is life, because of righteousness; and such only can speak experimen
tally of the seed of God, and the soul.
There is a seed of God, and a seed of the serpent in mankind, ae-
^^ rding to George Fox Jr's relation; he further tells you, that theywho discern the body of each seed, are not the fools which are ques
tioning, how the dead should bo raised, and with what body; for they
know that all mankind will be found in one of these two seeds. By
which it is plain, he doth not exclude men from a future being or
immortality, nor confound them with the very being of God; though
it is by His invisible Power that all are upheld in their respective
existences, in immortality, whether they be found in the iiatuie and
image of the good seed, or the evil.
T. H. And since he calls them fools, that is, the Apostles, and
all true Christians that say, this body of flesh and bones shall rise.
Page 59.
Reply. He should have produced his plain Scripture for the Apostles so saying. Where are these words to be found in all the Scrip
tures of the New Testament, that this body of flesh and bones shall
rise again? Doth not the Apostle say the contrary, thou sowest not
that body that shall be? And, flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God?
i
B8.
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mwst vie tWii supiwse, as some professors do, fcluit tliose bodiesof flesh a»d houes, shall inherit the kingdom of God, without an}'
blood in them? Or, that after they are returned to dust, they shall
anae again, the self-same as they are, without any new creation 1'
^ confess, this is such kind of new Philosophj' as I iave not read of
The man has run himself into such strange confusion, and icholJH»«wses of the resurrection and tiie life; and overlooks the
_ seed and root of the mattei*, while in his vain mind ho is iina '^
muddling, and devil-like disputing about the body, wliicb i"compansoi, of the immortal exi^ f^ .nce and beinrj uf man, is but an ouf'«ide ease, earthly shell or t]ud di>.,olneth. '
oft irtotr '" ' '" '"II"" "" 'y »"■'
^ P a g e w " " a S ' " ' "^ l - l ' c g r o s s d a r k n e s s a n d i r n . n i - . . . c«ot the seed of the serpent, from wl ''''' d
God, from whence grace and lifl springs; nor the seed«uv principle extinguisl.es the fntur Gdsely supposes, th^ ''^it hath been plainly told him that -^ n beings of men, thoi'^ ''
of these two seeds. mankind wi l l he found in m'"
As also wo testify, from that sense f v
brought to light in us through the r ^  ® immortality, thatual man, and spirUvM body, Sospel, soul, wIioIqour outzmrd nvan perish, yet the inw^^  immortality; ii^ Qiig^ ^and in order to possess an eternal renewed day V ' d«G'
iuward man is neither extiugnigj^ ,^^  of glory, (2 Gov • f
man; uor thereby deprived of thaP ^ perishing of tl/ ,-dweight of glory. . ^ v^antage, whfch'sA n d t h a t G o d g i v e t h t f a b o d y e t e r i '
s e e d h i s o w n P l e a s e t h h i m , a n d , - VThe man would know what thi J:, tohis own assertion before viz. .< , showing his duk- f
.....ier u... i.«•»» -
^ h d
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shall—when it is raised—have the same body of flesh and bones giv-
cu h) it; whereas it is to every seed his proper body, which is com-
Pmhcnsive both of the seed of the righteous, and the seed of the
wicked; of tlic scad of God, and tlic seed of the serpeut; and so com-
pi'ehencls and takes in the whole Body of mankind under those two
I'elations and natures; not to dissolve or extinguish their rational,
bitelligihle beings,with the porisiiing anddissolvable,earthly,outsideor
hut tiiat all shall he reserved for their due and proper ends, ac
cording to the seed, nature and imago, which their soul carries with■molten it parts uith the earthly clothing.
And whereas it is said, that it is sown a natural body, it is raised
spiritual body; the great stress is laid on the particle it, whicli
b^iy as well he'aiiplied to wheat or other grain; it is sown, and it is
u^ised, when the body or outsidcof thatvery corn that isso?on,is dead,
'^>ough innate virtue or life doth not in itself die, nor fruitlessly
tiiou sowest not that body that shall be, yet in these two re-
'^■tioiis, it is used as relative both to that which is sown, and to that
that shall be, while in the very next words to those before cited.
Said, tliere is anatural body, and tiiero is a spiritual body, (1 Cor.^v. these can no more be the self-same, than celestial and
^^ Westri-^ i bodies can; or than the first Adam and the last Adam, orthe earthly and the lieavenly, wlicli the apostle plainly distiuguisheth
L as he doth betwixt the natural and the spiritual.^Ut 'i T H. '^ cd his brethren so much argue from the word
as ^ natural body, it is raised a spiritual, they take this
fox' •; ^  self-same body in both. Their mistake is evi-
^®Ht- this either from the Greek: see speiretai
,i,;retai soma pneumatikon,or Latin, emmatur corpxig
lorPi'S spirititale, that is, a natural or animal body igSown ri^dV riseth; it is not idetn furget; nor would thig
'iRro ' ^ spi"t"a ,yoi-ds, there is a natural body, and there ig ^
sp i r hody. iramubsianftali(m as that tlie selp-sajjj.
jr. ^  admits of^  jjecome spiritual, or be the subject of sugiP'Ral body
^ccideut. psuchikon, an animal body; or as havino-^ P d i t i s s o w n ^ g
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I'fe, a living hodij, wlicli therefore, canxot be the body as dead' Raid ix the grave; for in that condition they are not corjius
fimmalcj for that relates to the eartlily Adam, or body of mankind,
"Rtural life. And must not even the animal or natural
Djii le before the spiritual man be risen, or immortality in Christ
v n r " 0 1 ' i i u i m a l m a n o p p o s e d t o t h elenewedman'f 1 Cor. ii. 14.
IS soivn in wmhms must needs have some degree
U P « ' ^ ^ ^ u r a l o r s p i r i t u a l ; a n d t h e w e a k -ss and eorruption doth relate to the subject in rvhich it is sowiij if
the seed itself be incorruptible.
th^T*^  the first man is of the earth, earthly, the second man isor fiom heave ; and as is the earthly, such are they also that
fver^  A?^ "^'^  heavenly, such are they that are heavenly,L^t" owned, it must be granted, that theyla aie heavenly must have bodi s suit ble—either heavenly or
spur ual bodies. This heavenly being, the second man, the Lord
th 41.) And mark! As is the heavenly, such areloy lat arc heavenly; which cannot be the same with earthly any
<^0 lai the image of the heavenly can be the image of the earthly,n s to our b ing asked, what this mortal is that must put on
^ or ality. Though mortal, in this place, implies a dying condi-lon of man, as t e efec of sin, as, in Ada  al die; yet t cannot—
*s saving pot on immortality—be relative to flesh and blood, buta mi te m a heavenly and spiritual sense; for the apostle plainly
e s us but a little before, now this I say, brethren, thai flesh and
^ 00 cannot inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corruptionmherit incorription. Behold, I show you a mystery! We shal nota sleep, but we shall all be changed. Vor. 50. 51. And so by that
life and immortality which is brought to light, we see beyond deathand mortality; and we, though as in a dying state yet, behold im
mortality, being quickened by the second Adam, and renewed again
into the image of the heavenly; being made alive in Christ, who re
deems man from death, and ransoms the soul from the power of
the grave, who swallows up mortality and death in life and victory,
and saith, 0 death, I will be thy plagues; 0 grave, I will be thy de-
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sfcraction, (IIos. xiii. 14. Isa. xxv. S.) by whom also death beingso swallowed up into victory, and the sting of it, which is sin, taken
away. They who thus have their part in Christ, who is the resuiTec-tion and life, can truly say, tluinks be to God, who giveth us the vim
fcory, through our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Cor. xv. 57. And to take
(of further surmisings against us, I tell my^  opposer, that this resurrection, or change, extends not only to a raising of man up from smto righteousness, b t also to an eternal glory. And it is not only the
raising up of the seed or grace in man, as he supposes; but the rais
ing up of man from sin, death, hell and the grave, even in^  the seedand life, which is the ransom; and this answers his cavils in his
sixtieth and sixty-first pages only, where he fictitiously makes us
speak tVius, viz.—
Qu. We believe the resurrection of the body, though we knownot what that body is which shal rise. And then he absurdly makes
a Christian to answer thus:—Thou said before, the light withm was
the divine essence: either then thy light within thee is not God, or
God knows not all things.
Rcjdy. First he feigneth the Quaker, though we will never own
^ him to be our mouth; for the words were not so spoken by me, or
us; but tliat we ought not to be too curious or inquisitive in things
beyond our capacities, as to the manner of the existences hereafter;
or how men shall be reserved unto their several ends and rewards;
for God knows how to do it; but we being sensible of the different
seeds, we cannot be altogether ignorant of the nature of each body
, being proper to the seed it belongs to: yet if with John, we say, it
I doth not yet appear what we shall be; it is satisfaction that we knowAvhat manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that weshould be called the Sons of God; for such are Sons of the resurrec.
^ t i o n .
I Secondly, T. H. abuses the Christian by making him speak ab
surdly that which implies, that if man have a divine light in him,
he must needs know all that the light knows, or else, either conclude
that the light is not divine, or else, God is not Omniscient; and
then it follows from hence, that none have either a divine light, or
God dwelling in them, unless they know as much as God, which was
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a temptation to man at first, and by this he liath shut out all, not
only the fallen world, but God's people also from having any divine
light or power of God in them.
' +V, of our Friends, saying, we own the resurrection;at IS, 7ve 7ifitne8S %t; and tlien adds, but wliat is it you witness'tThe resurrection of the seed? 'Tis Christ in you.
Ans. Is this a matter to be taunted or scoffed ati' Ilatli he truly
acted the part of a Christian thus to slight the arising of the rigli-teous seed m any; or Christ's arising, who doth appear, reveal hirn-
selt and anse in the souls that believe in liirn, to raise them also upwith him; yea, and that which the Father hath given hirn he will
oose nothing of it, but raise it up at the last day? And if you do
Bnrin^Ti° ^  I'lghteous seed raised up in you, and truth totion f ° witness Christ to be vour rcsurrcc-
of thiq°m ^  <^ e^ad in your sins, and short of the glory
and Tf l^nt in witnessing Christ to bo the resurrection
i n u s ' f L r i s e e d o r C h r i s t
do arise hiL 7 imagined; but lae are revived, and
He said T 1 have believed in Ilis name, as
thone-h ho resurrection and the life, he that believeth in me,
i f ' he that l iveth and both e putti no-off ^  wherein ho doth not take notice of
but everv mtn f ' shall all be made alive;
they that are Christ's arHig^'"^ '^-
from the henofii t i-u coming; and this is not to exempt man!hf w h!rf '^ \^ --reetion; nor to say, that Christ ilnd them;! i^rouslv corruptible, as T. H- mosth£ZZ T f y us by way of question, as assertingblasphemy, to which he further adds, that we intend the resuri-ection
do ^"tnessed in ourselves. What is falsehood andeceit If thi  be not.^  Pag  Gl. And further saith, thus do you
undermine the very foundation of faith, hope and holiness of life,like Hymeneus and Philetus, (2 Tim. i. 17.) who said the resurrec
tion is past already.
To which I answer, first what 7oe 7oit>iess in ourselves of the resur-
I
V
I
f
rcction, it is this man's horrible blasphemy, to call it falsehood and
deceit, for that wc do witness to Christ as being the resurrection and
the life revealed in us, so far as we have a living knowledge of Him,
and experience of being by Him raised up from sin and death that
came by it, in order to attain to a future glory.
It is a gross slander, tliat we eitlier intend or say, like Hymeneus
and Pliiletus, that tlie resurrection is past already; for that it is not
yet, as to man, completoly; we are not yet raised to what we shall
be, as namely, to that fullness of glory and absolute joy and tryumph
wliich shall be incessantly possessed after our labors and suflferings
are ended, and our earthly hottse dissolved; for the more we are drawn
ujj into absolute spirittmlifg, the more capable we are of that full
fruition of an eternal weight of glory in the heavens; in order to
which let us be spiritually minded, and walk in holiness of life while
hero in our earthly house. As also we cannot hold that the resur
rection is past already, while we, or any of us, are suffering with
Christ, and travelling in order to attain irnto the resiirrection of thedead, that is, perfectly to be raised up with Christ, who is the resurrection and life, in some degree at least, of aU that truly believ 'His name and power: neither is this to undermine thefouudatr^
true faith, hope, or holiness of life, while we confess Christ tn h 'Ji "f
foundation. But to argue for sin and imperfection term of I'f ^so to put of being perfect until in heaven, as this ojposer ha' !l
this is repugnant to the foundation of living and purifying f >i a'
hope; and so excludes holiness of life: howbeit he thinks to' 'at heaven with the same carnal carcass or corruptible cask
bears about with him; only he thinks, it will be 7ieivly drand polished after it is turned to dust. But the greatest m^^^ ithat it must not be created anew, nor anew created body; and"*^  ^
we grant him this, he reckons our religion a mere cheat c 1
only to the service of the devil and our own lusts, and thatany eternal advantage; and therefore he ojiposeth the o'hn' ..the Quaker, page 62. And what is the marrow of his matt"'^
this severe conclusion upon us?
But he accuseth us of a palpable denial of all future and d"
beings and existences after death, (page 62.) which ig amifaipable and
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notorious untruth: for as vre confess to tlie distinct ix-dngs of ntigels
in heaven; so vre confess the future distinct beings and existences
of saints and children of the resunrection, that in llic tvorld to conic
they shall be as the angels of God; yea they wliieh shall Ix; account
ed xvorthy to obtain that world and the resurrection. Tliey shall be
egual unto the angels, and are the children of God, being the children
of the resur rec t ion . Luke xx . 36 . And wha t bod ies have these
angels of Godi' Terrestrial, or celestial; carnal, or .spiritual?
t h a t b e c o n s i d e r e d .
The man's other pretense is, if the soul be a part of God, Divine,
Infinite (as before) and returns into God, being God, it cannot mis
carry, he saith. His abuse concerning this hath been answered be
fore, both in this treatise and in my book oh the Nature of Christi
an i ty.
And it was never asserted by us either of the soul of man, or of
the Spirit or existence of man, or the creature which may vary in its
affections to good or evil, according to the power that acts man.
Neither can it be conceived in reason (but envy) that any of us
should look upon the Infinite God, to be divisible into so many
parts or particles as there are entities or experiences of men; yet
that there is an infmiie Life, principle or seed in the soul of every
man, this we confess, as that by which the soul immortally subsists
in its being; and therefore this may be counted the soul, or light of
the soul; for without this the soul of man could not subsist in an
immortal capacity. And this I and divers others can testify, that
G. P. did not intend to ascribe either immutability, infinitencss or
divinity to the mere formed or created Spirit, soul, or being of man,
but to the divine, immediate inspiration or breath of life, flowing
from God himself, who inspired unto him an active soul, and breath
ed in a living Spirit, whereby man became both a living and reason
able soul, endued with rational, intellectual and spiritual parts.
I know no other reason he can pretend for his charge against us
and our religion, as a cheat, and as denying our eternal advantage,
but that we do not own his gross and carnal sense of the resurrection,
though it be none of our phrase, to say in these general words, that
the body perisheth forever; but hereby he plainly implies man's in-
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capacity of eternal advantage, unless his carnal or terrestrial body
that now is, partake thereof; and bow sliall it partake tliereof after
it is dissolved and turned to dust? He tells us, it cannot bo a new
created body, but a resurrection. Of wliat? He would have it of
the self-same body for substance. But if there must bo no new cre
ation, but a resurrection of these carnal bodies, opposed to creation,
it must only bo a raising of the dust of these bodies; and then what
a sad garment would this invest the souls of the righteous with!
But if on second thoughts, he will admit of any new creation of
bodies out of the dust, this cannot inpdy that they shall be the very
self-same that now they are in matter and form. But if any of thetn
shall yet say, they shall be specitically the same bodies, that varies
from their principle of being the self-same that now they are. IViiat
is now become of tiiis man's religion! And whereon do his expecta
tions of a future advantage depend, but on his ignorance and carnal
conceptions, and not upon any living sense of Christ, or any spiritual
or divine understanding of the mystery of the resurrection, whose
work is gross body, and not Spirit! He reckons our religion and
suffering to be for a carnal interest, while his empty faith and pro
fession is for the same to be sure, being so much for the promotion
of his carnal Ijody in eternal glory, which it is not capable of; nor he
in the way of it. Such is the course of some carnal cavilers wlio
while contending about bodies, and musing how tliey sliall exist in
heaven, they are now neglecting the way thither, more busying them
selves about tiieir carnal bodies than regarding their poor souls-
minding the Spirit of holiness, thereby to become sons of God 'mdof the resurrection; or to be converted from sin and pollution to ho
liness; or turned from satan's jjower to God, which is the wi
glory. And now in short to answer what we and our relio-jon
changed within the conclusion of our adversarie's bitter revili
1. We testify that the resurrection is not past.
2. That the soul of man is not God, nor Christ; but God "
Saviour of it; and so we, always since we knew our own souls 1
distinguished between the soul and the Saviour of it. '
3. That we confess future and distinct beings after death
as of men and of angels; and that the children of Qo(j
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resurrection, sluill in the world to eonie, be ax the awjch, yea, equal
t o t h e m .
4. Though it be said, tliou sowest not that body tbat sliall bo;
and, flesh and blood shall not inlierit the kingdom of God. 1 Cor.
XV. It dotti not therefore follow, that our religion denies any eter
nal advantage that is to be reaped; much less that it is a cheat, or
calculated to the service of the devil, as most wickedly and malicious
ly 1. H. hath reviled and blasphemed that religion and testimonywhich we know is given us of God; for we have not by distinguising
between the natural and spiritual bodies, denied the saints, their pro
per existences, xqnrituul body, or Jioiuxe eteriml ui the heavens, when
the earthly Ualerimde is dixsolved; and unless the man holds the
mortality of the soul, that it dies with the body, or the extinguishing
of the spiritual being of man, I do not see how he can suppose a de-
iiying of any eternal advantage on our parts; unless he place it all
upon the earthly body. It is true that some of his bretliren do hold
that the soul dies with the body, and sleeps in the dust until both be
raised; and this also depriveth all the saints deceased from having
any eternal advantage, in the mean-time at least. But we arc not
of that faith, hope or religion tbat will expire or perish with the car
nal body, as our opposers will, who in his fruitless, carnal work and
discourse, consists more of and for the gross body than Spirit; he is
too gross and carnal in his apprehensions, to discern so much as a
vision of the future beings and states of saints: but both they that
think they shall reap no eternal advantage without their terrestrial
bodies of flesh and blood, as T. H.; (page 75.) and they
who ho ld the mor ta l i ty o f the sou l , a re not o f the apos
tle's mind and Spirit, who said, we know that if our earthly house of
this tabeimacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an house
not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. 2 Cor. v. 1. We are
confident, I say, and willing, rather to be absent from the body, and
to be present with the Lord, for to me, to live is Christ, and to die
is gain; but if I live in the flesh this is the fruit of my labor; yet,
what I shall choose, I wot not; for I am in a straight betwixt two,
having a desire to depart and to be with Christ, which is far better.
Phil. i. 21. 22. 23.
T l IK l iESUKUKCTIOX. 47.
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Mark here! 1. lie expected a far better and more e.xcellont house
than the earthly house after dissolution.
2. If to die was gain to him, and to depart from the ilesh, desi
rable; and so out of it, to be witb Cbrist, far better, be did not place
his felicity upon the Ilesh or carnal body, as T. IL doth: neither did
the apostle so endeavor to magnify that fleshly outside clothing,
which is perishing and dissolvable; but his earnest expectation and
hope was on the behalf of Cbrist, and his future gain in Ilim, say
ing, Christ shall be magnified in my body, whether by life or bydeath. Phil. i. 20. But T. H. bis carnal contest is for magnifjdnghis earthly, carnal body, and not for magnifying Christ therein; forhe scornfully slights our witnessing Cbrist, and His being risen in us;
though it is evident the apostle did not place his eternal felicity and
advantage upon the earthly house, flesh or carnal body that perishesand turns to dust; for if he set his heart uiion man, if he "-ather un
to himself his Spirit and his breath, all flesh shall perish together,
and man shall turn again to dnst. Job xx.xiv. 14. 15.
sees no eternal advantage to be reaped by persons after death unless
ley confess the resurrection of the. very self-same flesh nm i abono. covonpt. „„a Uu,.. to df.st, i, ho intend.'.
m it, he x\ill admit of no new creation of it; and by this hi<! ,• r •
and hope do expire and perish with his corrupt body, and must'"'*!"be renewed when the dust of that body shal be raised without^" ^
atmg a new body. And if there be no eternal advantao-e rvitlthis kind of resurrection, as described by him, this doth eilherw/^Bc eny the original or spiritual being of man, and comprehends ^  the
whole man, only as consisting of a mortal and perishino-else admits not of a r-easonable soul really to enjoy itself '
condition out of the outside, irerishing vesture or decayed cWl
which for man to be divested of, can be no more loss to hitn n
immortal being, then it is to the wheai to die and bring fortl ^  ^
fruit, unto which, resurrection is applicable as wel as to man ^not to the sameness of body. And as it cannot nnman a man .
off his old clothing, that be may put on new; no more can it °
bilate our spiritual existences to have the earthly clothing'
dissolved, but be to our far greater advantage and glory,'^to be i
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erl bH, tl,ae Vrital, tanscCKlct cIotl,i„;r. and excdlc.t
liouso, eta jial 1,1 the heavens; »liicli stale tliov only to ivhooccome sous Of God and Of the re-surrection, and desire Christ maybe magnified iu their bodies here. And luvthorniorrf, n. be-l^ f and diseover^ t I ,,,, r^ eeived in tlie true light, of n 1-70-tion and future rewards, according to tlie Iioly Scrim ledroIt may be minded, that God commandcth al men f'-n in
heir day and time, to repent, because Ho hath 'Ithe winch He wil judge the world in righteonsno^  t % manwhom He hath ordained. So that there will he ntl' '
wrath and perdition of the ungodly, unto which dnv ^  fi mw-c 1 low O reserve the unjust to be punished; anG ti • torraWe day to all that make lies their refuge, and ' l"cal Of God to repentance: and seeing that in the ""^ r ihe
o^id a final dissolution mav be expected of al
perishing aaid dissolvable, e'ven of the heavens things tluat arc
, ® c h a n g e d . W h a t m a n n e r o f e a i ' t ^ h
o m r h t
, , . W h a t m a n n e r o fe lere in all holy conversation and Godliness !
^ ST2RIOUS mSFinSCTION
U,.<>N SO'"-
WILLli^ lfl. :Q-^ ^^ ET'rS CHIEF AEGTOEHTS
A l i O U T r i i
i r i osu imFc r i oK o f
THE SivME FLESH— ^ ^ R T V T . F . - n
T l f i ® X I 4
l l X S jjOOlv, STXLFDO-T THE people CALL-
Gr-
JSP
^^HITEHEAD.
V I .
-fesus Christ did rise again with thatthere is a resurrection fro^xi o^ * - ' ^ T i . p n t n e r e i s a r e s u r r e c t i o n ^ho y i jxh nprist did leave the grave eroptyj^^®*
to the f Christ rose from the dead with flesh^^ xine hod^ V^f J'^ '^^ desh as was nailed to the cross, thS»"» °« '!«> same flesl. tuat goo. tot h e r e ^ ^ t g ^ m e . E r g o .
t h e r s o f f l a s h a n d n o t S j i i r i t . T A ®' WtS.vi^ t^-l^ <on-i^ "^°'^ »«-fceut,andsohi3argunient
s e q n e i ^ ^ , " " " b e i n g r a i s e d t h e' 1 hi- K l^ "''' -Pulcher, much less turn to dustt h i r d w c o m p a r i s o n i s u u -
' O t h e r s d O '
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equal in this case, though it holds for a more spiritual end and ad
vantage than this drives at, for which tlic apostle did instance the
resurrection of Christ by the glory or power of tlic Father, that incii
might believe in that power. He did not say tliat Christ's ilesh was
raised up the third day, that you might believe that tlic same ilesh
of yours that goeth to the grave and turns to dust shall bo so raised,
as this man argues; for Christ's resurrection was preached, iMt
their faith might be in God toho raised Him up; that men niiglit m
THIS LIFE receive and feel the spiritual benefit thereof to their im
mortal souls, and so partake in this life of the power of His resurrec
tion, to be raised up with Christ, in order to reign with Him in
glory hereafter; as for instance: Know ye not that so many of usas were baptized in Jesus Christ, were baptized into His death, theio-
fore we are buried with Him by baptism into death, that like as
Christ was raised up from the dead, by the glory of the Father, ci cu
so we also should walk in newness of life. And buried with
baptism, wherein also you are risen with Him through the ai ithe operations of God who hath raised him from the dead. o
12. 13. As also to the same purpose and end, read Horn. vin.
and X. 9; Bph. ii. 1; 1 Pet. iii. 18. 10. 21; 1 Cor. xv. "
10. 11; 1 Cor. vi. 14; 2 Cor. iv. 14; John vi. 39. 40; Col. n-iii. 3. 4; Eph. i. 20. and ii. 6; Col. ii. 12; 1 Fet. i. 3. 21; He •
35; 1 Thes. v. 10.11.
By all which it is evident, that Chrisfs deathnot preached for a carnal end, but for a spiritiud benefit here,
e t e r n a l a d v a n t a g e h e r e a f t e r . . ^ a
But whereas our opposer carncdly infere from Christ s
resurrection of the same flesh that goes to the grave: his s
in this, and the shalowness of his fleshly apprehension, come
t h i s f u r t h e r c o n s i d e r a t i o n , v i z : f o r . t o t h e1. That all flesh and earthly bodies of men do ^
grave, in his sense. It is said, the dead bodies of thythey given to be meat unto the fowls of heaven; the flesh of t yunto the beasts of the earth. Their blood ^-ve they ^led 1dm -tm
round about Jerusalem, and there was none to buiy them _
Ixxix. 2. 3. Therefore these wore not laid in graves of
[
T
i
As also it is apparent, that the ilesh of many is wasted away with
sickness before they die, or their bones be laid in the grave. And
likewise many undergo such great sickness and calamities in their
life-time, as so often doth, both corrupt and waste their flesh and
blood, that so often as they are restored to health again, they have
new flesh, or renewed bodies thereof; and then, what a vast bigness
would their bodies amount to, if raised with all the self-same flesh
that they had in their life-time! Jloreover through great judgment
and sore exercise David said,my bones cleave to my skin. Psalms cii. 5.
And my knees are weak tbrough fasting, and my flesh faileth of fat
ness. Psalms cix. 24. And as Elihu signified, when man is ehast-
oiied with pain, upon his bod, and the multitude of his bones with
strong pain, so that his life abhorcth bread; his flesh is consumed
away that it cannot be seen; and his bones, that were not seen, stick
out. His soul draweth near unto the grave. Job xxxiii. 19. 20. 21.
22. Through such judgment, and chastisement, they who have
known the polluted flesh consumed away, are not so much concernedfor the same flesh, as these our fleshly opposers are, whereby they
show they never experienced such chastisements, nor underwent such
judgments, that God might hide pride from them, and keep backtheir soul from the pit. Their proud flesh would always live, and be
reserved to eternal glory; whereas he whose flesh is consumed away
through the chastisements of the Lord, and who comes to see thatGod is gracious therein unto him, to deliver him from goino- down
to the pit, who saith, 1 have found a ransom. It is said of such an
one, his flesh shall be fresher than a child's; his shall return to the
days of his youth. Job xxxiii. This is not the old flesh which w
consumed away through chastisements. And as all flesh is not the
same flesh, so all bodies arc not of the same kind, as hath been f 11shown. It were more meet, for Baptists and others, to wait to^ ^ ^
judgment and chastisement from God upon them, to the cons • °
and wasting away of their cor rapt flesh, tlian to quarrel for
cry, this body, and this very flesh, shall arise again oitt of the '
even as Christ's did, and with these very eyes I shall see God
ing at their present flesh and carnal eyes) when as they dobut that their flesh may be divers times consumed and wasted th
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judgment or sickness before they die; and so often in the nican-time
new flesh, or bodies thereof restored them, as was hinted j which if
truly obtained as a token of their inward renewing unto God, wore
much better and of more concernment, than thus carnally to quarrel
for their old corrupt flesh.
W. B's Third argument. If Job had that faith, that with his flesh
he should see God, then it was not in other flesli; nor yet anothor
eye but it was both with his flesh, and with his eye, that after thislife he should see God; therefore do I conclude, that the fleshly hot y
of man shall be raised out of the dust, to see God.Ans. By al which assertion and conclusion, we may see ant ^
conclude, how gross and canial these Anabaptists are in thciihensions and thoughts concerning God; thus to render Ilini
to their flesh and fleshly eye, supposing that Job in his belief
and God in His being, were like themselves; wliereas God is
and an Infinite Spirit, not made up of flesh and bones to
of flesh and carnal eyes. As also the man has perverted ®
which are, as translated. Though after my skm worms t
body; yet in my flesh shall I sec God, (Job xix. 20.) w lo
my flesh is clothed with worms. Job. vn. 5. " ' ^ ggtvoyed
my flesh, or fleshly body, I shall see God, after worms ta^  ,
it; but, IN my flesh I shall see God. Neither did Jobin his perplexity with the belief that his flesh should see
imagined, but that he should see God, as afterward ho c i , ^
said, I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear; but
eye seeth Thee; wherefore I abhore myself. Job xli. 5.
Now that wherein Job was quieted, was, that he knew
deemer lived, who should redeem him out of all his ^  out
bad in the flesh; and that after his outward body was cof his perplexed flesh, he should see God in an immortal
had no reason to quiet himself upon any confidence in, oi
that flesh, when he was so disquieted and perplexed m i ,
woi-ds, (Chap. xix. ver. 26.) are differently rendered in tlthus. After I shal awake, though this body be destroyed, y ^  ^my flesh shal I see God; see the margined Bibles of the lasttion, with Hebrew notes and various translation. Now thei
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great difference between seeing God with my flesh, and seeing God
otd of my flesh after it is destroyed.
But to these men who believe that with tlieir flesh or ileslily bodies
they shall see God, lie may say, as Uo said to the wicked, thou
thouglitest that I was altogelher such a one as thyself; but I will rc-
jirove thee, and set them (to wit, thy iniquities) in order before thine
eyes, (Psalms 1. 21) yea, thou thouglitest that I was so like thyself,
that tliou mightest see me with thy flesh and fleshly eyes: but thy
thoughts in this were very carnal, and thy appi-ehensions very yross;thou shalt iind thou art mistaken, 1 am an invisible, all-seeing Spirit
that searches hearts and penetrates through the dark spirits and co"'-
itations of men, to bring their secret thoughts to judgment, and set
t h e i r e v i l a c t i o n s i n o r d e r b e f o r e t h e m .
And there were those who saw Christ's outwaixl or bodily apjxiar-
anee, who hud neither heard the voice of God, nor seen His shape.
Job V. 37. And Philip said to Christ, show us the Father and it
sutficeth us. It was not enough for them, nor yet a seeing the Fath
er, to see Christ's body or person; both Father and Sou beino- truly
and savingly to bo seen in Spirit: and said Christ, A spirit hath not
flesh and bones as ye see mo have. The Anthropomorphites who
were monks, inhabiting the deserts of Egypt, held that God was a
person in the bigness and stature of a man, mistaking that sayiim.
Let us make man in our own image, applying it to the man's out
ward similitude (and so do the blasphemous Muggletonians) and
therefore, that God is visible to the carnal eye and fleshly body, from
which these Baptists' doctrine, of seeing God with their flesh and
fleshly bodies, is little different.
W. B's Fourth argument. The fourth witness to this truth is
Martha. John xi. 24. Her brother Lazarus being dead that she
believed that he should rise again at the last day iu the resurrection
If the resurrection of dead Lazarus, or that of Lazarus laid iu the
grave, was believed and assented to by Martha.Ans. That Martha had such a belief from the Jews' opinion of
the resurrection, as she intimated of Lazarus his body, ivhich Clnlstdid then raise, is not the matter in question; but that they and^ l^^had it from Christ, or the true and spiritual nnderstandiuo- therooT
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do h not therefore follow; but rather tiie contrary from Christ's own
following reprehensive diversion, after Martha said, I know that hoshall rise again in the resurrection at the last day; Jesus said unto
her, I am the resicrreciion ami the life, he that bolievetii in me,
though he were dead, yet shal he live; and whosoever liveth and be-lieveth in me, shal never die, (.John xi. 24. 25.) but our opposer
was not pleased to take notice of this answer of Christ's, but only of
Marthas words and belief, and to argue from thence after this man-
n e r . B s Fifth aigumont. The word resurrection implioth to rise
Ans. And can this be applied to nothing, nor any other wise,
Uian to that very flesh or gross body, that returns to dustv Is notChnst the resurrection and the lifeV And doth not to rise again,
imply that man was falen before:^  And that as in Adam al die,so 111 Christ shal al be made alive? And is not resurrection appli
cable to that which is And must this be understood
dissolved bodies without any creation? For he.saitb, If God give another body, and raise not again that body that
e oie was ill being, then it is a creation, and no resurrection. So
that from hence it is a resurrection of the same dust of the gross
bodies dissolved, that seems to be expected by these men, and not
any cieation, and therein is their great mercy and comfort, though
they do not acquiesce hereiu from contention and quarreling: but111 that resurrection, quickening, reviving, changing, translation, do
not signify creation; therefore they are not aiiplicable to the dust of
bodies after dissolution, though both resurrection and new creation
be to renewed man. Behold I make all things new; new man, new
creation, new heaven, and new earth; but this is a mystery hid from
corrupt flesh, so much contended for by our present opposers.The rest of his arguments and doctrines are mostly very weak
and ignorant about this point, yet comiirehensively answered in this
book .
Here follow some passag^es out of a Maiiiiscript by
William Burnett, against me, with a Reply de
tecting his ignorance in confounding the car
nal body and the spiritual.
W. B Indeed if Gcoi-e Whitehead hath found out a body forChrist that is not a carnal body, which .™P^ '^^ '^g°"3ftures^''
such a body that I have ^ the flesh? Now take
know what in Scripture is ^ye but, saith G. AW
but away the flesh, and where is the do y- ^it is a spiritual body; as if a body ® ^  apostle could have
stand together: this is his great mistake. that shallborn his testimony to this truth, that i is^^ gown a natural body,
be raised spiritual. 1 Cor. xv. ' ^o the word it.
It IS raised spiritual, here the apostle soi i gathered from
Ans. The non-sense and contradiction spiritual body, as if
these passages, is, that Christ's body is a c. jritual body that'scarnal and spiritual were both one, or u passages be kept inraised or given to the seed, is carnal. 1^ _ ^  whereas the apos-
Itecord, as the Bajitists' doctrine and tes im belied •tie's own testimony proves the -g raised a spiritual; and
the apostle: for, it is sown a natural hoc y,i jicre the
there is a natural ioclij, and there ® between the natural
apostle makes a distinction, and a i ^ natural body,
body and the spiritual. He doth not say, g p.jtnal body; as heand raised a natural or carnal body also, bodies tcrres-
also distinguisheth between the bodies ce ^  Beasts and
trial; as those of Sun, Moon and Stars i philosopher, thatFishes. Now you would count and consistent,
should make no difference, but say they
orthatthebodiesof Sun, Moon g^ blind, and suchearthly bodies of men and other creatme J '
Ignorant divines are these Baptists. He u
k .
